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J A M A I C A — L A W 1 OF 1890.
The Government Savings Bank Law, 1882, Amendment Law,
1890.
[3rd May, 1890.~\
HEREAS it is desirable to amend the Government Sav
ings Bank Law, 1882, (Law 33 of 1882,) in consequence
of the alteration of the date of the commencement of the
Financial Year from the First day of October to the First day
of April
"
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows —

W

Preamble.

1—The Government Savings Bank Law, 1882, and this Law
shall be taken and read together as one Law.

Incorporation with
Law 33 of 1882.

2—Section 12 of the Government Savings Bank Law, 1882,
is hereby amended by substituting the words “ the Thirty-first
day of March” for the words “ the Thirtieth day of Septem
ber” in lines 2, 6 and 7, and the word “ April” for the word
“ October” in line 10.

Section 12 of th a t
Law amended.

3—Section 18 of the said Law is hereby amended by sub
stituting the words “ from April to March” for the words
“ from October to September” in lines 3 and 4, and the words
the Thirty-first day of July” for the words “ the Thirty-first
day of December” in line 6.

Section 18
amended.

H m H

tftJ-WTrwW

'... .

JAMAICA—LAW 2 OF 1890.
A Law to secure a Pension to Samuel Constantine Burke,
Crown Solicitor of Jamaica.
[Srd May, 1890.]
HEREAS Samuel Constantine Burke has held the Office
of Crown Solicitor of this Island for Twenty Tears
and upwards:—
And Whereas certain alterations in the organization of that
Office have been effected whereby the duties have been greatly
increased:—
And Whereas it has been agreed between the said Samuel
Constantine Burke and the Government of Jamaica that the
said Samuel Constantine Burke should retire from the said
Office, receiving a pension upon such retirement :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows
1—Upon the retirement of the said Samuel Constantine
Burke from the Office of Crown Solicitor he shall be paid
for his life, from the General Revenues of this Island, a Pension
at the rate of Two Hundred Pounds per annum,—such Pen
sion to include the Pension now in abeyance of Eighty Pounds
per annum, granted to the said Samuel Constantine Burke
under Section 3 of Law 3 of 1870 upon the abolition of his
Office of Clerk of the Peace for the Parish of Metcalfe.

W

Preamble.

Pension of £200
allowed to
Mr. Burke.

■

JAMAICA—LAW 3 OF 1890.
A La/uo to remove all doubts as to the validity o f Marriages
solemnized on Her Majesty's Ship “ Urgent" since the Mar
riage Law q f 1879.
\10th May, 1S00.]
HEREAS certain Marriages Lave been solemnized on
board Her Majesty’s Ship “ Urgent” by Chaplains of
the Royal Navy under the erroneous impression that they
were exempt from the Provisions of the Marriage Law of
1879
And Whereas it is expedient under the circumstances to
remove all doubts touching the validity of the Marriages so
solemnized on board the said Ship as aforesaid
B e it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows

Preamble.

1—All Marriages solemnized onboard the said Ship by the Marriages on
Chaplain thereof, or by any other Minister of religion respec- dated0186”4
tively, being a duly ordained Minister of the Church of Eng
land or Church of Scotland, or of any religious denomina
tion, shall be and be deemed to have been as good valid and
effectual in the Law, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as
if all the requirements of Law 15 of 1879 had been strictly
fulfilled:—
Provided always that this Enactment shall not render Proviso,
valid any Marriage which before the passing of this Law
had been declared invalid, by any Court of competent juris
diction, in any proceeding touching such Marriage, or any

2

[Oh . 3.]

Marriages on H. M. S. “ Urgent."

right dependent on the validity or invalidity thereof, or
render valid any Marriage where either of the parties had
before the passing of this Law and during the life of the other
party lawfully interm arried with any person.
Chaplains, <fcc., who
solemnized the
same n o t liable to
penalty.

2—
No Chaplain or any other Minister of Religion who has
solemnized any of the said Marriages shall be liable to any
proceedings or penalties whatsoever by reason of his having
so solemnized the same respectively.

R egistration of
such Marriages.

3—
In the case of any Marriage that has been solemnized
as aforesaid on hoard H er Majesty’s Ship “ Urgent,” and
which was omitted to be registered, it shall be lawful for
either of the parties, or, in case of his or her death, for the
lawful representative of such party, to apply to a Judge of
the Supreme Court in Chambers for an Order to have such
Marriage correctly registered; and the Judge, if satisfied
that such Marriage has been proved, shall make an Order to
th at effect, and certify the same to the Registrar General to
he registered in the manner directed by Section 28 of the
Marriage Law, 1879.

JAMAICA—LAW 4 OF 1890.
The Prison Service Law, 1890.
\l2th May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is desirable to organize a Prison Service
and to make provision for transfers from the Consta
bulary Force to such Service:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows?!#*

W

Preamble.

1—With this Law are incorporated the Prison Laws 18821887, except in so far as the same may be inconsistent with
or contrary to the Provisions of this Law.

Prison Laws
incorporated.

2—Nothing in this Law contained shall affect Superinten
dents, Deputy Superintendents, Salesmen, Chief Warders, Prin
cipal Warders and Storekeepers, employed in Prisons at the
time of the commencement of this Law.

Present Officers no t
affected by this
Law.

3—It shall be lawful for the Governor to re-organize the
Prison Department so that it shall include a Service consist
ing of an Inspector General of Prisons and Reformatories, and
a sufficient number of Superintendents, Deputy Superinten
dents, Salesmen, Chief Warders, Principal Warders, Store
keepers, Matrons, Warders and Assistant Warders, to be ap
pointed as hereinafter mentioned, who Bhall rank with each
other in the order in which they have been named.

Power to
reorganize
Prison Depart
ment by Creating *
Prison Service.

4—-It shall be lawful for the Governor, at any time and
from time to time after the passing of this Law, to appoint as
the Inspector General of Prisons, Reformatories and Industrial
Schools, herein called the Inspector General, the person for

Appointment of
Inspector General
of Prisons.

2

[Ch . 4.]

The Prison Service Law.

the time being holding the Office of. Inspector General of'
Police.
H is powers and
duties.

The Inspector General shall have the powers and perform
the duties of the Director of Prisons and Inspector of Refor
matories and Industrial Schools at the commencement of this
Law.

Pow er to make
P u les for the
Service.

6—The Governor may from time to time frame, alter or
amend, such Rules relative to the said Prison Service as may
be necessary for the purpose of preventing abuse or neglect
and of rendering the Members of such Service efficient in the
discharge of their duties,—and for the discipline good order
and general government of such Service,—and for the classi
fication rank and payment of the Members of it, their enrol
ment, promotion, degradation from one rank to another, and
dismissal,—and for all other purposes that may be necessary
for the efficiency of the Service; and he may from time to
time fix and determine the punishment to be awarded to Mem
bers of the Service for neglect or violation of duty, disobe
dience or other misconduct, in accordance with the Provisions
of Section 5 of Law 18 of 18S2 and Section 3 of Law 29 of
1887.

A ppointm ent and
D ismissal of
Superior Officers,—

6—
Every Superintendent, Deputy Superintendent, Sales
man, Chief Warder, Principal Warder and Storekeeper, shall
he appointed by the Governor, and shall serve in such Prison
as the Governor may from time to time direct, and may be
transferred from one Prison to any other Prison, and shall be
liable to be dismissed at any time by the Governor; and every
Matron, Warder and Assistant Warder, shall be appointed by
the Inspector General, and shall serve in such Prison as the In 
spector General may from time to time direct, and may be
transferred from one Prison to any other Prison, and shall be
liable to be dismissed at any time by the Inspector General.

-and of inferior
Officers.

Qualifications for
certain Offices.

7—
No person on entering the Jamaica Prison Service shall
be appointed as Principal Warder, Matron, Warder or Assis
tant Warder, until such person shall have been certified to be
physically fit by a Surgeon appointed to examine him, and
unless such person shall be of good character and able to read
and write, and not below the age of twenty and not above

The Prison Service Paw.

[Ch . 4.]

3

the age of forty y e a rs P ro v id e d nevertheless that with
respect to age this Section shall not apply to such persons as
may have previously served in the Prison Service, or may
have served in the Jamaica Constabulary and been enlisted
n or transferred to the Prison Service in the manner herein
after stated.
Transfer of Con
8—
Any Sub-Officer or Constable of the Jamaica Consta
stables to the P r i
son
Service.
bulary may, with his own consent and by permission of the
Inspector General, he transferred to the Jamaica Prison
Service; and any person so transferred shall continue to earn Their Pension.
pension or gratuity, and the manner in which his pension or
gratuity shall he paid to him shall he regulated by this Law,
and by the Rules in force for the time being for the payment
of Constabulary and Prison Service Pensioners.
of
9—
Any person who has served not less than ten yearsEmployment
in
discharged Constathe Jamaica Constabulary, and has been discharged with a ble.
good character, may be enlisted in the Prison Service, even
though he be over the age of forty years:—Provided that he is
certified to be physically fit for the duties by a Surgeon appoint
ed to examine him ;—hut any person so enlisted shall, if he is in
receipt of a pension, or has been paid a gratuity from the Con
stabulary Pension Fund, cease to draw such pension, or shall
refund the amount of such gratuity to the Constabulary Pen
sion Fund, and his service for pension shall be counted in the
same manner as if he had been transferred from the Constabu
lary ;—Provided that, if more than one year shall have elapsed
between his discharge from the Constabulary and his enlist
ment in the Prison Service, his time in the Prison Service
shall only count if he shall serve not less than five years in
that Service, and if his Prison Service shall he less than five
years he shall only receive on discharge his original pension
or gratuity from the Constabulary Pension Fund.
nlistm ent of cer-*
10—
Principal Warders (except such Principal Warders Eas
ta in Officers for a
are transferred from the English Prison Service), Matrons, term of years.
Warders and Assistant Warders, may he enlisted for the
Jamaica Prison Service for a period of five years, or, in cases
in which a Sub-Officer or Constable is transferred from the
Jamaica Constabulary, for such a period of not less than one

4

[Ch . 4,.]

The Frison Service Lam.

year as will complete the term of five years which such SubOfficer or Constable may he then serving; and no Principal
Warder, Matron, Warder or Assistant Warder, shall he at
liberty to withdraw himself or herself from that Service until
the •expiration of such te rm ; and if any such Officer shall
withdraw himself or herself before the expiration of his or
her term of Service, such Officer shall be liable, on conviction
for such an Offence before a Resident Magistrate, to pay a
penalty not exceeding Twenty Pounds, or, in default of the
payment of such penalty, to he imprisoned, with or without
hard labour, for any period not exceeding three months:—Pro
vided always that all appointments made under this Section
shall he considered provisional ; and all persons appointed or
enlisted under this Section shall be considered as on proba
tion, and will be liable to dismissal by the Inspector General
if not found to he fitted for the Service within three months
from the date of such appointment or enlistment.
Em ployment sub
ject to notice to
leave.

11—
When he may consider it advisable the Inspector Gene
ral may enrol persons to act as Matrons, Warders and Assis
tant Warders, for a period terminable by such persons by
notice in writing of one month; and such persons shall he,
during their time of service, subject in all respects to the
same Regulations with regard to the discipline, good order
and general government, of the Service as if they were actually
Members of the Jamaica Prison Service, and shall be liable to
the same penalties for neglect or violation of duties, disobe
dience or other misconduct, and shall he liable to be dismissed
at any time by the Inspector General; and if any person so
enrolled shall withdraw himself or herself from the Service
without such previous notice as is before stated, or before the
expiration of one month after giving such notice, such person
shall be liable, on conviction before a Resident Magistrate, to
pay a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds, or, in default of
payment of such penalty, to be imprisoned, with or without
hard labour, for a period not exceeding three months.

Prison Officer to
have powers and
privileges of a
Constable.

12—
Every Prison Officer while acting as such shall, by
virtue of his appointment and without being sworn in before
any Justice of the Peace, be deemed to be a Constable, and to

The Prison Service Law.

[Ch . 4.]

5

have all such powers, authorities, protection and privileges, for
the purpose of the execution of his duty as a Prison Officer, as
any Constable duly appointed may possess.
13— There shall be attached to every Prison a certain num - Q uarters for P rison
.
Officers.
her of Quarters for the Officers of such Prison, and all Officers
in the Prison Service shall, if required to do so by proper
authority, occupy such Quarters as may be assigned to them,
and shall have deducted from their pay as rent for such Quar
ters such amount as the Governor may from time to time
direct.
14— All Officers in the Prison Service and their families M edical T reatm ent
.
.
i n i
,
of P riso n Officers
occupying Prison Quarters snail be entitled to be attended, and th e ir families.
free of charge, by the Surgeon of the Prison in which they
are serving, and all Officers in the Prison Service who shall
apply at the Prison to which they are attached for treatm ent
shall be entitled to be attended there by the Prison Surgeon,
and the families of such Officers shall be entitled to be at
tended by the Prison Surgeon at his house, or at such other
place in the neighborhood, not being the Prison, as the P ri
son Surgeon shall appoint.
16—A sum equal to eightpence in the Pound sterling shall
be deducted from the pay of all Officers, except such as shall
be hereinafter mentioned, who shall join the Prison Service
after the passing of this Law, and shall be paid into a Pund, of
which the Treasurer, subject to the Orders of the Governor,
shall have the care, to be employed, according to such Rules
as the Governor shall from time to time approve, in the pay
m ent of pensions or gratuities to aged or incapacitated Officers
who have served not less than five years in the Prison Service,
or in the Constabulary and Prison Service, or who have
become incapacitated from earning their living by actual
bodily injuries received in the execution of their duty, and
not through their own fault or negligence; bu t there shall be no
deduction made from the pay of such Officers as shall be ap
pointed to the Service at an annual rate of payment of over one
hundred pounds, unless such Officers are already in the Prison
Service and in receipt of a lower rate of payment. And such
Officers shall have no claim to participate in the benefits of

P ension F und,

6

[Ch . 4.]

The Prison Service Law.

the Fund. And such temporary Officers as are appointed,
under Section 11 shall have no claim to participate in the
benefits of the Fund, except such as shall become incapacitated
from earning their living by actual bodily injuries received
in the execution of their duty and not through their own
fault or negligence, but shall nevertheless have the same
deduction made from their pay for the Fund as the regular
Officers of the Prison Service.
Existing rights and

Pensions! ” 4°

16—The rights and privileges as regards pension or gratuity
°f Officers serving in the Prisons of Jamaica at the time of
the passing of this Law shall not be affected by this Law; and
such Officers who are serving at the time of passing this Law
who have no claim to pension or gratuity shall be permitted
either to continue to serve as if they had been enrolled under
Section 11 of this Law, or to he enrolled for the regular
Service in the manner above described, and Officers so en
rolled shall, if their Service after such enrollment shall not
he less than five years, and the Governor specially permit,
he allowed to count half their previous Service towards pen
sion or gratuity.

JAMAICA—LAW 5 OF 1890. ^
y/ie jVew) Lunatic Asylum Act, 1861, Amendment Law, 1890.
\10 th M ay, 1890.

HEREAS it is desirable to transfer to the Resident
Magistrates’ Courts the special and exclusive juris
diction conferred upon the Petty Debt Courts by The NewLunatic Asylum Act, 1861
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
i —Section 22 of 25th Victoria, Chapter 9, is hereby amended
. . .
_
. T1
.
by adding after the word “ patients i n line 2 the following
words, “ in the Asylum at the time of the passing of this Law
or hereafter to be admitted,” and by substituting the words
“ Resident Magistrate’s Court” for the words “Petty Debt
Court,” and the words “ Resident Magistrates Law” for the
words “ Petty Debt Act.”

W

Preamble.

25 Vic. c. 9.
Section 22
amended.

2_The Act 25 Victoria, Chapter 9, Laws 30 of 1873, and 29 Laws incorporated;
of 1885 and this Law, shall be taken and read together as one
Law.
3 __I t shall be the duty of the Coroner for the Parish of inquests to be held
.
_
.
oninmates of AsyKingston to hold an Inquest m the case ot every inmate iumdying there.
of the Jamaica Lunatic Asylum who may die within such
Asylum.
In no case t&all any Officer of the Asybumyor any" person a
confined in tW ^ylum ^or mfy person dWlmg^tn^the Asylum
II
as tradesman or ccmtracW, be a Juror oq such Inquest.

[.
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JAMAICA—LAW 6 OF 1890.
Ihe Military Special Rural Headmen Law, 1890.
[10th May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is expedient to make special provision for
the detection and prevention of Crime in the neigh
bourhood of Military Cantonments :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—

W

Preamble.

1—The Governor may from time to time appoint such persons,
being Non-commissioned Officers in Her Majesty’s Army, as
the Senior Military Officer in Command of Her Majesty’s Troops
within this Island may recommend to him, to be Special Rural
Headmen of Police.
The Governor may from time to time remove any Special
Rural Headmen so appointed.
There shall not be more than six such Special Rural Head
men in Office at any one time.

A ppointment,
N umber and Re
moval, of Special
R ural Headmen.

2—The Provisions of Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 16, of the
Rural Police Law, 1889 (Law 8 of 1889), with respect to Head
men appointed under that Law shall apply to Special Rural
Headmen appointed under this Law.

Certain Sections of
Law 8 of 3889 made
applicable to such
Headmen.

3—Every Special Rural Headman appointed under this Law
Shall, before acting under his appointment, take an
Oath in the Form in the Schedule to this Law before a
Justice of the Peace, and shall receive a W arrant in the

Special R ural
Headmen.
H is Oath of Office.
H is Badges of
Office.

I

[Ch . 6.]

P e n a lty for unlaw
fu l or oppressive
acts of Headmen.

The Military Special Mural Headmen Law.

Form in the Schedule to this Law, and shall be pro
vided with a Scarf or Badge of such design as the
Governor shall from time to time direct—
Shall wear his Scarf or Badge when in the active dis
charge of his duties, except when required to act on a
sudden emergency—
Shall, on resignation or removal, deliver up his Scarf,
Badge and W arrant, to the Inspector of Police of the
Parish in which he is stationed Shall, if he acts unlawfully or oppressively in the per
formance of his duties, he liable to a maximum penalty
of five pounds, to be recovered on conviction before a
Court of Summary Jurisdiction in manner directed by
the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, and paid into the
Treasury.
Such penalty shall be independent of any other punish
ment to which he may he liable.

Schedule.

SCHEDULE.

F orm of Oath.

FORM OF OATH.

I, A. B. do swear that I will well and truly serve Her
Majesty the Queen as a Special Rural Headman under the
Military Special Rural Headmen Law, 1S90.
Form of W arrant.

FORM OF W ARRANT.

Military Special Rural Headmen Law, 1&90.
To
(here insert name and military status') appointed
and sworn a Special Rural Headman under the Military
Special Rural Headmen Law, 1890.
These are to authorize you the said
(here name) in
Her Majesty’s name to act in the Office of Special Rural
Headman under the above Law and as Constable generally,
with all the lawful powers and authorities of a Constable.

JAMAICA—LAW 7 OF 1890.
The Parochial Road Laws, Further Amendment Law, 1890.
\10th May, 1890.]
HEREAS the Provision of the second Section of Law 20
of 1886, requiring that the Superintendent of Paro
chial Roads and Works of each Parish should examine and re
port upon all work done for the Parochial Board before the
same shall be paid for, has, especially in the larger Parishes
and in the Parishes intersected by Rivers, been found to involve
considerable delay in the payment of the accounts of Con
tractors for small amounts and of instalments on account of
large works:—

W

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
1—It shall be lawful for the Parochial Board of any Parish,
in its discretion, to pay any account for work performed in
or upon the Parochial Roads or Parochial Works of such
Parish not exceeding the sum of Ten Pounds, on the Certificate
of an Assistant Superintendent of Parochial Roads and Works,
or of any other person appointed by the Board to inspect and
report on such work, to the effect that he has personally in
spected and examined such work, and that it has been properly
and satisfactorily performed.

Power to pay sm all
accounts on Certi
ficates of A ssistant
Superintendents or
persons appointed
by the Board.

2—I t shall be lawful for the Parochial Board of any Parish,
in its discretion, to pay any instalment on account of any
contract for work performed or to be performed in and about
the Parochial Roads or Parochial Works of such Parish, on the

Power to pay in
stalm ents on ac
count of Contracts
on similar Certifi
cates.

2
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Certificate of any such Assistant Superintendent or other per
son appointed as aforesaid, to the effect th a t he has personally
inspected and exam ined such work so far as completed, and th at
th e same has been properly and satisfactorily done, and stat
in " w hat in his opinion is the value of the work so done ;
Provided nevertheless th a t a reserve of a t least ten per
cent, of the value of the work reported to be done shall
be kept back, to he paid only upon the final report of the Su
p erintendent of th e Parochial Roads and W orks.
D u ty °* S u p e rin 
te n d e n t of
P a ro c h ia l R oads
a n d W orks n o t
affected b y th is
L aw .

3—N othing herein shall exem pt the Superintendent of
Parochial Roads and W orks of any Parish from the duty of
inspecting, exam ining and reporting upon, all work upon or
in connection w ith the Parochial Roads or Parochial W orks
o f such P arish as soon as practicable.

JAMAICA—LAW 8 OF 1890.
A Law to Further Amend the Rum Duty Law, 1878.
[17th March, 1890.]
HEREAS it is expedient to amend Law 10 of 1878 so as
to provide for the increase in the rate of the Excise
Duty leviable on R um :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —Section 5 of Law 10 of 1878 is hereby amended by sub
stituting in the second line the word “ six” for the word “ five.”

W
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Rum Duty
increased one
shilling per gallon.

2—The amount of Drawback on Duty-paid Rum exported, Drawback on
exported Duty-paid
payable under Sections 46 and 46 of Law 10 of 1878, is hereby Rum increased
one-fifth.
increased by the addition thereto of one-fifth part of such
amount.
*
3—This Law shall come into force on the eighteenth day of
March, 1890.

Oommencement of
this Law.

4—This Law and Laws 10 of 1878, 36 of 1881 and 11 of
1889, shall be taken and read together as one Law.

Laws to be read
together.

.

I.cm o.i »l uvuivt '1

JAMAICA—LAW 9 OF 1890.
The Census Law, 1890.
\_10th May, 1890j\
HEREAS it is proposed by the Imperial Government to
take a Census of the population of the United Kingdom
in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and
it is desirable that simultaneously therewith, and as far as
practicable in uniformity therewith as regards the particulars
required, a Census of the inhabitants of this Colony and of its
Dependencies should also he taken :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of the
Island of Jamaica, as follows
.

Preamble.

I . — G e n e r a l P r o v is io n s .
Definitions.
1—In this Law—
“ Appointed day” means the day that may hereafter Appointed day.
be notified by the Governor, which day shall he that ap
pointed for taking the Census of the United Kingdom.
House” means an occupied dwelling house, hut, House,
shop, store or wharf, or story or apartment, and every
dwelling or tenement of which the whole or any part
shall be used for the purpose of human habitation, or
any place in which people usually or occasionally
reside or sleep.
“ Census Forms” means such scheduled or other Census Form*.
Forms as the Governor shall prescribe to be prepared
issued and furnished to Parochial Registrars and to
Enumerators for the purposes of this Law.

2
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RegiBti ar General.

“ Registrar General” means the Registrar General
of Births Deaths and Marriages as regards Jamaica,
the Commissioner as regards the Turks and Caicos
Islands, and the Justices and Vestry as regards the
Cayman Islands.

E num erator.

“ Enum erator” includes Assistant or Substituted
Enumerator.

C o u rt of Sum m ary
Ju risd ictio n .

“ A Court of Summary Jurisdiction” shall mean a
Court of a Resident Magistrate, or of two Justices of the
Peace, or of any Magistrate exercising the powers of two
Justices of the Peace.

Census,—
W hen to be taken.

2—
On the appointed day a Census shall be taken of the
inhabitants of this Island and its Dependencies before named.

W h at it shall con
tain .

Such Census shall include all such particulars as to such in
habitants and their houses, and otherwise, as shall be required
by or he necessary to a complete filling up of the CensusForms.

B y whom to be
carried out.

Such Census shall he carried out by Parochial Registrars and
Enumerators appointed by or under this Law, and shall be
under the direction and control of the Registrar General.

D u ty of R egistrar
G eneral preli
m in ary to Census
being taken.

3—
The Registrar General shall cause the necessary Census
Forms, instructions and books, to be prepared asjearly as prac
ticable, and to he forwarded at least one week before it shall
be necessary to use them, respectively, to theJParochial^Registrars and to the Enumerators appointed by or under this
Law.
I I . — P a r o c h ia l

R e g is t r a r s ,

E n u m e r a t o r s ,— t h e i r

D u t ie s , P o w e r s , & c .
P aro ch ial Regis
tra rs ,—
T h e ir appointm ent
a n d jurisdiction.

4—
The Registrar General shall, on or before the first day
of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, appoint
one or more Parochial Registrars for each P arish; and in any
case where more than one Parochial Registrar shall be ap
pointed for a Parish, the responsibility and powers of each
Parochial Registrar shall extend only to such Enum erator’s
Districts as the Registrar General shall have in writing~assigned to such Parochial Registrar.

The Census Law.
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Each Parochial Registrar shall, on his appointment, subject Appointment of
to the approval of the Registrar General, appoint by writing thwr Dep"tiesunder his hand a fit person to act as his Deputy in case of the
illness or unavoidable absence of such Parochial Registrar ;
and every such Deputy while so acting shall have all the
powers and perform all the duties, and be subject to all the
penalties, herein declared concerning Parochial Registrars,
and in case of the death or resignation of the Parochial Regis
trar shall act as Parochial Registrar.
The Registrar General shall, on or before the first day of A ppointm ent of
March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, divide Enumeratoraeach Parish into as many Districts as he shall consider neces
sary, so as to allow one person to visit every house and enu
merate its inhabitants within the compass of one day, and for
each such District shall, within fifteen days thereafter, appoint
•u.t least one Enumerator, and may in each case in which he may
deem it desirable appoint an assistant to or substitute for
any Enumerator so appointed.
5—The duties of each Enumerator or Assistant or Sub- The duties of
stituted Enumerator appointed under this Law shall be as Enumeratorsfollows:—
(a) In the course of the week immediately preceding
that on which the Census is appointed to be taken he
shall leave at every house within his District, with
some person on the premises, at least one of the Census
Eorms furnished to him under this L aw ; and where
any house is occupied in different stories or apartments,
separately by different persons or families, he shall
leave at least one such Form at each such separate storv
or apartment, with some person occupying the same.
■(b) In each case he shall notify to the person with whom
such Form is left that it will be called for on the date
named upon such Form for collection, and that it is to
he filled up according to fact in each case where the
occupants of the house or apartments are able to do so.
(o) He shall on the Appointed Day visit every house with
in his District, and ask for, and so far as practicable

3
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obtain from the inmates thereof, the Forms aforesaid
filled up, and shall complete such of the Forms as upon
re-delivery thereof to him shall appear to be defective,
and correct such as he shall find to be erroneous, all
which Forms he shall carefully keep.
{d) In each case in which the Form left at any house as
aforesaid has been lost or mislaid, or for any other
cause is not delivered to him on request, duly filled
up, he shall ask for and require an account of the
number of persons who slept in such house on the
previous night, and ask for and require all other in
formation required by this Law ; which account and
information he shall then and there write and fill in
on a Census Form.
(e) He shall at the same time, or as soon thereafter as
practicable, ascertain the number and description of
houses, and the other particulars relating thereto, by
this Law or the Census Forms required to he obtained.
( f ) He shall within the ten days next following the
Appointed Day complete, correct, and deliver to the
Parochial Eegistrar of his District, all the said Forms
duly and accurately filled up.
(g) He shall make and annex to the said Forms a decla
ration signed by him, and taken before the Parochial
Registrar or a Justice of the Peace, to the effect that
all the Forms or Schedules, accounts and other par
ticulars, have been truly and faithfully filled up and
collected, and that to his knowledge the same are a
complete and correct statement of the inhabitants and
other particulars required by such Forms within his
District so far as may be known.
Pow ers of e n try
Enum erators.

of

6—It shall be lawful for each Enumerator not only to enter
every house within his District for the purposes of this Law
on leaving such Forms as aforesaid and on the Appointed Day^
but he may repeat his visits to and entries into and upon any
house in his District as often as may be necessary, within one
week next after the said Appointed Day, for the purpose of

The Census Law.
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obtaining from any inmate of any such house any further in 
formation or explanation necessary to enable him to complete,
verify or correct, any account given to or taken hy him in
respect thereof or of the inmates thereof.
Certain Publio
7—
The following Public Officers are hereby appointed Enu
Officers appointed
merators in respect of the Institutions under their charge, Enum erators—
respectively, that is to say :—

The Superintendent or Officer in charge of the Peniten
tiaries.
The Superintendent or Officer in charge of each District
or other Prison or Gaol.
The Police Sergeant or other person in charge of each
Station or Lock-up.
The Superintendent or Officer in charge of the Public
Hospital.
The Superintendent or Officer in charge of the Lunatic
Asylum.
The Chief Resident Officer of any Hospital, and
The Master, Mistress, or other person in charge of each Re
formatory, School, or Public or Charitable Institution.
Each of them shall, on the Appointed Day, in respect of the In 
stitution of which he is in charge, fill up according to fact the
Census Eorms in all particulars as nearly as the same can he
ascertained, and shall within the ten days next following the
Appointed Day transm it the same Census Eorms so filled up to
the Parochial Registrar of the District in which such Institu
tion is situate, and shall make and annex to such Census Eorms
a declaration duly signed and taken, and to the like effect as
is required from other Enumerators.
II I.—S t a t i s t i c a l

W7
Their duties.

R etbk ns.

8—
Each Parochial Registrar shall, by such ways and means
R etu rn s as to
persons
as shall appear to him best adapted for the purpose, or as houseless
and persons in
he may be instructed by the Registrar General, ascertain transit.
the particulars required by this Law, so far as may be practi
cable, with respect to all houseless persons, and all persons
who during the night immediately preceding the Appointed

«
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Day are travelling or are on board ship in this Island or its De
pendencies before named, or who for any other reason were
not abiding in any house of which account is to be taken by the
Enumerators as aforesaid, and shall declare to the correctness
of such Returns in like manner as hereinbefore directed in
respect to the Returns of Enumerators, and shall transm it the
same so verified forthwith to the Registrar General.
9—Each Parochial Registrar shall carefully examine or
andBeturns of Par cause
be examined the several Census Forms and Returns
which shall be delivered to him by the Enumerators, and shall
cause any inaccuracy or defect to be corrected or supplied so
far as may be possible, and shall within the twenty-four days
next following the Appointed Day transm it the same Census
Forms and Returns, with all corrections thereof, to the Regis
trar General.

Transfer of Form s
rochial R egistrars
to th e R egistrar

R egistrar General’s
classified tabulated
R etu rn .

W hen an d how to
to completed.

10—The Registrar General shall, from the Forms and Re
turns delivered or transm itted to him, without delay prepare
a classified tabulated Return, according to a Form to be pre
scribed by the Governor in Privy Council, shewing the num
ber of the inhabitants of each Parish, Island or Cay, the num
ber of houses, and all other particulars thereby required to be
shewn; and he shall on or before the first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, transm it to the Colo
nial Secretary the classified tabulated Return.
IV.—R

R em uneration of

e m u n e r a t io n

.

11—Each Parochial Registrar and each Enumerator appointed by the Registrar General shall be paid, for services
performed under this Law, such sums as the Governor shall
consider adequate, upon production of Certificate that his
duties under this Law have been faithfully performed by him,
such Certificate
in the case of a Parochial Registrar to be signed by the
Registrar General, and
in the case of each Enumerator to be signed by the
Parochial Registrar of his District.

The Census Laic.
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V.—O f f e n c e s .
Offences by E nu
Every Enumerator shall be guilty of an Offence against
merators.

12—
this Law
who neglects to make the Return for his District required
by this Law, or
wilfully makes a false or incorrect Return or declaration,
or
delays making up, declaring unto, and delivering to the
Farochial Registrar of his District, all original Census
Forms and Returns obtained by him, or
omits or neglects any other duty required by this Law to
he performed;
and for every such Offence shall on conviction thereof for
feit a sum not exceeding Ten Pounds.
And every Farochial Registrar shall be guilty of an Offence
against this Law who
makes wilful delay or default in any of the matters re
quired of him by this Law, or
makes any false Return or declaration,
and for every such Offence he shall on conviction thereof for
feit a sum not exceeding Twenty Pounds.
13—

by ParoohialjBe*
gistrars.

Offences by other
Every person shall he guilty of an Offence against
persons.
this Law who
refuses, neglects or declines, to give any Enumerator who
shall demand it, a just and true account, either orally or
in writing, of the number of persons who slept in the
house inhabited by him on the night immediately pre
ceding the Appointed Day, or to furnish any other in
formation required by this Law when called upon to do
so, or who wilfully gives or furnishes, or causes to he
given or furnished, any false account or false informa
tion whatsoever, or
who hinders any Enumerator from obtaining any such
account or information, or
who in any way obstructs him in the execution of his
duty;
and for every such Offence he shall on conviction thereof for
feit and pay a sum not exceeding Ten Pounds.

The Census Law.
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Recovery of
Penalties.

14—
The several penalties imposed by this Law shall be re
coverable in a Court of Summary Jurisdiction of the Parish,
Island or Cay, in which the Offence is committed : and
each person convicted of an Offence shall, in default of im
mediate payment of the penalty imposed on him, be liable
to imprisonment, with or without hard labour as the Court may
direct, for the period prescribed by The Small Penalties Law,
1868, (Law 13 of 1868) in cases where the penalty does not ex
ceed Five Pounds, and for a period not exceeding six months
in other cases, determinable in each case upon the earlier pay
m ent of the penalty, or by any Provision in force in the Island
or Cay for the recovery and enforcement of penalties.

This Law appli
cable to Depen
dencies.

15—
This Law extends to the Turks and Caicos Islands and
to the Cayman Islands.

JAMAICA—LAW 10 OF 1890. (Xu*sD
A Law to amend the Criminal Law Consolidation Act, 27 Vic
toria, Chapter 32.
[10th May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is desirable to amend the Criminal Law so
far as it relates to indecent assaults upon Children:—

W

Preamble,

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —Section 41 of 27th Victoria, Chapter 32, ishereby amended 27 Vie. c. 32
A
Sec. 41 amended,
by substituting the word “ Twelve” for the word “ Nine” in
the second line of the said Section.
2—Section 42 of 27th Victoria, Chapter 32, is hereby amended Sec. 12 amended,
by substituting the word “ Twelve” for the word “ Nine” in
the second line, and the word “ Fourteen” for the word
“ Eleven” in the third line of the said Section.
3—This

Law and the Act 27th Victoria, Chapter 32, shall Laws tobe read
together.
be read together as one Law.

JAMAICA—LAW 11 OF 1890.
A La/ub to Legalize Art Unions.
[ n t h May, 1890..]
HEREAS it is expedient to legalize the formation in
this Island of the voluntary Associations known as
Art-Unions, for the purchase of Statuary, Paintings, Drawings
or other works of Art, to be allotted or distributed by chance
or otherwise among the several members, subscribers or con
tributors, forming part of such Associations, or for raising sums
of money by subscriptions or contributions to he allotted or
distributed by chance or otherwise as prizes amongst the
members, subscribers or contributors, forming part of such
Associations, on the condition nevertheless that such sums of
money so allotted and distributed he expended solely and en
tirely in the purchase of Statuary, Paintings, Drawings or
other works of Art
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council, of
Jamaica,as follows:—

W

1 —That from'and after the-passing of' this1Law all volun
tary Associations as aforesaid "which may be constituted ac
cording to the Provisions hereinafter contained shall be
deemed to he lawful Associations; an d the members of and
subscribers and contributors to all such lawful Associations,
and all persons acting under their authority or on their be
half for the purposes aforesaid, shall he freed and discharged
from all pains and penalties, suits, prosecutions and liabilities,
to which by any Law now or hereafter to be in force they
would be liable, b u t for the passing Of this Law, as being con-

Preamble.

A rt-U nion Associa
tions legalized—if
licensed or consti
tu te d under this
Law.
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cerned in illegal lotteries or other unlawful games, by reason
of anything done or which may he done by them or any of
them in furtherance of the allotment or distribution, by
scheme or otherwise, of Statuary, Paintings, Drawings or other
works of Art, or of the allotment or distribution of sums of
money as prizes to he expended for their purchase:—
Prerequisites to
legalisation.

Certificate of
B eco rd o f License
or Peed.

Pub licatio n
thereof.

B ridsnoe thereof.

Provided always that a License shall have been first ob
tained for the incorporation of any such Association from the
Governor,—or Provided that the Deed of Partnership or other
Instrum ent or Instrum ents constituting such Association, and
the Rules and Regulations relating to the proceedings of such
Association for such purposes as aforesaid, shall have been
submitted to the consideration of and be approved by the
Governor in Privy Council,—and a copy of such License, Deed
or Instrum ent, shall he recorded at length in the Record Office
of this Island,—and that it shall be expressed in such License,
Deed or Instrum ent, that it shall be lawful for the Governor
at any time, and from time to time as he may deem neces
sary, to appoint a Commission, under the Provisions of Law
8 of 1873 and Law 4 of 1874, for the consideration of the
conduct and proceedings of any such Association, with power,
when it shall appear to such Commission th at any such Asso
ciation is perverted from the purposes of this Law, to certify
the fact to the Governor, and thereupon it shall be lawful for
the Governor to revoke or annul the License, Deed or Instru
ment, under which the Association so offending is constituted ;
and nothing in this Law contained shall be deemed to apply
to any Association whose License, Deed or other Instrum ent,
shall have been so revoked or annulled.
2—Upon the recording of the License, Deed or Instrum ent,
or Instrum ents, constituting any such Association as aforesaid,
the Deputy Keeper of the Records shall give to the Secretary
of the Association a Certificate that the same has been so
recorded, and shall cause a copy thereof to be inserted in the
Jamaica Gazette; and such Certificate, or a copy of the
Gazette containing the publication thereof, shall be received
by all Courts in this Island, without proof of the signature, as

A Law to Legalize Art Union*.
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evidence of the Association having been duly constituted under
this Lav.
3—Every License granted by the Governor, or Deed of Freedom of
Partnership, or other Instrument or Instruments constituting stamp Duty! "*
an Association under this Law, and every Certificate to be
given by the Deputy Keeper of the Records as aforesaid,
shall be exempt from Stamp Duty.

JAMAICA—LAW 12 OF 1890.
A. Laic to Provide fo r the better Preservation o f the Civil
Status Records.
\_10th May, 1890.]

W

HEREAS it is desirable that all Registers of Births,
Baptisms, Marriages, Deaths and Burials, and Docu
ments relating thereto, should he placed under the custody
of the Registrar General, and kept and preserved in the Gene
ral Register Office:—

Preamble.

And Whereas it is desirable to make provision for the proof
of entries contained in such Registers in Courts of Ju stice:—
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—In this Law the expression “ Civil Status Registers”
shall mean and include all Registers containing Records or
Transcripts of Records relating to Births, Baptisms, Marriages,
Deaths and Burials.

C ivil S tatus
R egisters” defined.
“

2—The Registrar General shall have the custody of and
shall be responsible for the safe keeping of all Civil Status
Registers and Documents relating thereto.

R egistrar G eneral
to keep same.

3—All Civil Status Registers and Documents relating
thereto th at may be in the Island Record Office a t the time of
the commencement of this Law shall be transferred to the
custody of the Registrar General, and shall he deposited and
kept in the General Register Office.

E x istin g Registers
in Record Office to
be tra n sfe rre d to
th e R egistrar
General.

A Lawfor Preservation of Civil Status Records.
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E ntries in Regis
ters,—how far
Evidence.

4 —Subject as regards entries of Births and Deaths to the
Provisions of Section 51 of Law 13 of 1881, every copy of an
entry in a Civil Status Register certified under the hand of
the Registrar General to be a true copy, and sealed and
stamped with the seal of the General Register Office, shall be
admissible as evidence of the facts therein set forth in all pro
ceedings and before all Courts.

JAMAICA—LAW 13 0 ? 1890,
A Law fo r appointing a Managing Commissioner o f certain
Undertakings in Kingston.
i p t h M ay, 1890.']

W

HEREAS it is expedient to provide, otherwise than has
heretofore been done, for the appointment of a
Managing Commissioner of the several Undertakings estab
lished under the Laws enumerated in the Schedule to this
L aw :—
And Whereas it is also expedient that the Mayor of King
ston shall be a Commissioner of each and every one of the
said Undertakings:—

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and the Legislative Council
of Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —Section 2

of

1872,

of Law 15 of 1 8 7 2 , and Section
are hereby repealed.

4

of Law

3 1 Repeal clause,

2— I t shall be lawful for the Commissioners of each of the Appointment and
Undertakings established by the Laws enumerated in the ccmmSsioner8*118
Schedule to this Law respectively to appoint as Managing
Commissioner of such Undertaking the Commissioner from
time to time appointed by the Governor under the Provisions
of Law 2 1 of 1 8 8 7 , and in each case to pay to him an annual
salary of the sum set forth opposite to the title of each Under
taking in the following Schedulel^,,!.-:

Kingston
Kingston
Kingston
Kingston

and Liguanea Water Works
Gas Works
Markets
Slaughter House

£220

0

0

100

0

0

80

0

0

20

0 0

3—The person for the time being holding the Office of M ayor of K ingston
Mayor of Kingston is hereby appointed a Commissioner of S i o ^ . a C°m'

2
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each and all of the Undertakings established under the Laws
enumerated in the Schedule to this Law.
Schedule.

SCHEDULE.

Law 7 of 1869—Kingston Market Law, 1869.
Law 15 of 1871—Kingston and Liguanea "Water Works Law,
1871.
Law 31 of 1872—Kingston Gras Works Law, 1872.
Law 37 of 1872—Kingston Slaughter House Law, 1872.
Law 21 of 1887—A Law to relieve the Auditor General from
sitting on certain Commissions.

JAMAICA—LAW 14 OE 1890.
The Kingston and Liguanea Water Works Substituted Loan
Law, 1890,
[27th Mag, 1890.]

W

HEREAS by Law 15 of 1871 the Kingston and Ligua
nea Water Works Commissioners were authorized, for
the purposes in that Law stated, to borrow a sum not exceed
ing one hundred thousand pounds, by the issue of Debentures
bearing interest at the rate of five per cent, per annum, and
it was provided by the said Law that the principal and interest
of the Debentures so issued should be guaranteed by the
Revenues of the Colony :—
And Whereas by Law 17 of 1874 the Commissioners were
authorized to raise the further sum of thirty thousand pounds
by Debentures issued under the like terms and guarantee :—
And Whereas in pursuance of the said powers the Commis
sioners raised the sum of one hundred and twenty-eight thou
sand two hundred pounds at the rate of interest and under
the guarantee aforesaid, of which sum Debentures to the
amount of fifty-one thousand seven hundred and eighty
pounds have been exchanged, under Law 19 of 1880, for Deben
tures bearing interest at the rate of four pounds per cent, per
annum, and Debentures to the amount of fifteen thousand nine
hundred pounds have been redeemed, and the balance of the
Debentures so issued to the amount of sixty thousand five
hundred and twenty pounds are still outstanding, and will
shortly be redeemable on six months notice being given of
the intention of the Commissioners to redeem the same
And Whereas it is considered that the Commissioners can,
if power is given to them so to do, borrow money under the

Preamble.
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guarantee of the Revenues of this Colony, to enable them to
redeem the said outstanding Debentures at a less rate of in
terest than th at payable on th e m :—
And W hereas it is expedient to authorize the Commissioners
to borrow money accordingly, and to give the guarantee of the
Revenues of the Island to such sum as they may borrow under
such authority :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
D efinitions.

1—

In this Law, unless w hen otherwise expressed,—

“ The Commissioners” means the Kingston and Liguanea
W ater W orks Commissioners for the tim e being,—
“ The T reasurer” means the person for the tim e being hold
ing the Office or perform ing the functions of the Treasurer o f
this Island,—
“ Debenture” and “ Debentures” mean and refer to Deben
tures issued or to be issued under the Provisions of this Law,,
except when otherwise specified.
D E B E N T U R E S ,— ISSU E O P.
Po w er to raise
£60,500 b y D eb en 
tu res.

2—
The Commissioners are hereby authorized with the sanc
tion of the Governor from tim e to tim e to raise, by the issue
of Debentures, a sum or sums not exceeding in the aggregate
the sum of sixty thousand five hundred pounds, to be applied
in redem ption of the Debentures issued under Laws 15 o f
1871 and 17 of 1874 when and as the same shall become re
deemable.

N otification as to
in te n d e d issue of
D ebentures.

3—
The Commissioners are hereby required, prior to any
issue of Debentures, to notify such intended issue to the Colo
nial Secretary, specifying both the am ount and the distin
guishing num bers of the Debentures to be issued; and no De
benture shall be of any force or validity unless it has been in
cluded in such Notification.

P u b lica tio n
thereof.

Each such Notification shall be published in the Jamaica
Gazette, and shall be accompanied by a statem ent showing the
aggregate am ount of Debentures issued under this Law up to
the date of the publication of the Notification aforesaid.

Kingston and Liguanea Water Works Loan Law.
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D ebentures,-*
4—
The Debentures shall hear interest at such rate not ex
Interest thereon.
ceeding four per cent, per annum as shall be sanctioned by
the Governor, and such interest shall be paid half yearly.

Such Debentures shall be signed by the Commissioners or
by any three of them, and shall be in such Form, and under
such conditions and for such sums, as the Commissioners with
the sanction of the Governor shall determine, and shall be
transferable and negotiable ; and every such Debenture shall
be redeemable by the Commissioners at such time or times
and in such manner as is hereinafter provided.

Form and sub
stance thereof.

5—
Every Debenture shall, before it is issued, be counter
Debentures to be
countersigned.
signed, under the authority of the Governor, by the Treasurer;
and upon such Countersignature being effected the principal
and interest of the Debenture so countersigned shall be gua
ranteed by the Revenues of this Colony, and shall be paid by
■the Treasurer as it becomes due, in the same manner as the
principal and interest of Island Debentures are usually paid.
Lost D ebentures.
6—
Upon proof to the satisfaction of the Commissioners that
any Debenture has been by accident lost or destroyed before
the same shall be paid off, the Commissioners may, with the
sanction of the Governor, if the amount of such Debenture
be ascertained, issue a new Debenture corresponding with the
Debenture so lost or destroyed; or if any Debenture when so
proved to have been lost or destroyed shall be overdue, the
Commissioners may, with the sanction of the Governor, cause
th e money due thereon to be paid off:—Provided that before
any Debenture shall be renewed, or payment as aforesaid shall
be made, the Commissioners shall cause notice to be published
for four consecutive weeks in the Jamaica Gazette of the
particulars of the Debenture alleged to be lost or destroyed,
and shall take good security to indemnify themselves against
any loss which might otherwise be incurred in case any De
benture stated to have been lost or destroyed should at any
time afterwards be presented for payment, or interest should
be claimed as due thereon.

4
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Expenses of new
D ebenture,—pay
m en t of.

lo d g m e n t of
moneys borrowed.

Loans charged on
th e Company’s
p roperty and
income of th e
Commissioners.

Kingston and Liguanea Water Works Loan Law.

7—I t shall be lawful for the Commissioners, before issuing
any new Debenture, or making any payment under the imme
diately preceding Section, to require the person applying for
such Debenture or payment to pay to such Commissioners
such sum as the Commissioners may think reasonable to pay
for the new Debenture, or any other expense incidental to
the issuing of such new Debenture, or the making of such
payment.
8 —All

moneys to he borrowed under the Provisions of this
shall he paid by the Lender to the Treasurer, to the credit
of the Commissioners.
9—All moneys borrowed under the powers conferred by
this Law shall he a charge upon the “ Company’s property”
as defined by Law 15 of 1871, and upon all moneys received
by the Commissioners for the sale of water, and all Bates
fixed, declared and levied, under the Powers conferred by Law
18 of 1875.
And the proceeds of the said Bates and of the sale of water
as aforesaid shall be and the same are hereby specially pledged
to the payment of the interest of the Debentures issued
under this Law, and to their redemption by means of the
Bedemption Pund hereinafter constituted.
REDEM PTIO N FUND.

C onstitution of
Bedem ption Fund.

io —A Pund shall be constituted and maintained for tha
Bedemption of the Debentures issued under this Law.
A sum equal to one per cent on the total value of the whole
of the Debentures issued under this Law (including any which
shall have been purchased by the Trustees as hereinafter pro
vided) shall be annually carried to this Pund.
The said Pund is herein spoken of as the Bedemption Fund.

Trustees of the
Bedem ption Fund.

11—The persons for the time being holding the several
Offices of Colonial Secretary, Treasurer and Auditor-General
shall be and the same are hereby appointed Trustees of the
Bedemption Fund constituted by this Law.

Kingston and Liguanea Water Works Loan Law.
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They shall, at [the close of each financial year, publish in Their duties and
th e Gazette a full statem ent showing the am ount of contribu- pow*rs‘
tion to the said Fund during the past year, and the then state
of the said Fund.
They shall from time to tim e invest the said Fund in such
m anner as the Governor may direct, and shall also, from time
to time w ith the like direction, change the investments.
I t shall likewise be lawful for the said Trustees in any year
w ith the sanction of the Governor to apply any of the said
Fund to the purchase of Debentures issued under this Law
from such of the Holders as may be willing to sell,
12—In case it shall be found by the first day of June in any Duty of the Comyear th at the proceeds of the sale of water and of the Rates rorTafn events to
specially pledged as aforesaid, as collected up to th at day, p °,r! f e the Water
after deducting therefrom the sums already charged thereon
and the necessary working expenses of the Undertaking,
amounts to less than five per cent, on the total value of the
whole of the Debentures previously issued, (including any
which have been purchased by the Trustees,) the Commis
sioners shall and they are hereby required forthw ith to increase
the Rates aforesaid, and the price charged for water beyond
the limits of Kingston, proportionably to such extent as may
be necessary in order during the ensuing year both to make
good the deficiency in the past year and also to make the
m inim um contribution to the Redemption Fund for such
year.
13.—I t shall be lawful for the Commissioners to increase Procedure as to
th e Rates and charges aforesaid by Notice, to be posted up in ^dpubUcatbiTof
their office and published in the Jam aica Gazette, to the Notlce ttereot
effect that- ih e Rates imposed by Law 18 of 1875, and the
charges heretofore in use beyond the lim its of Kingston, hav
ing proved insufficient for the purposes for which they were
imposed, the Commissioners have, in exercise of the Powers
by this Law vested in them, made such and such an increase
in them.

6
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Procedure as to
reducing same.

After the publication of the Notice aforesaid, the Bates and
charges shall he payable at the increased amount instead of
the Bates fixed by the said Law and the charges heretofore
in use as aforesaid, and shall continue to be payable at such
increased amount until they shall be reduced by Notice in the
same way as they were increased :—Provided always that re
duction or reductions in the present or increased Bates or
charges may he made by the Commissioners on the Certificate
of the Auditor-General that he has been satisfied that the re
duction can properly be made consistently with the require
ments of this Law.

Procedure in de
fa u lt of paym ent of
in terest, or of con
trib u tio n to the
Redem ption Fund.

14—In case default shall at any time be made in payment
of the interest payable under this Law, or in case that in any
year default shall be made in payment of the contribution
required by this Law to be made to the Bedemption Fund,
and such default shall continue in the succeeding year, or the
default of the preceding year shall not be made good in such
last mentioned year, it shall be lawful for the Supreme Court,
on the application of any Debenture Holder, to appoint a
Keceiver to receive the Bates and monies specially pledged by
this Law to the payment of the principal and interest of the
Debentures until such time as he has paid to the Debenture
Holders, or into the Supreme Court in trust for such Deben
ture Holders as may not apply for the same, all outstanding
arrears of interest, and has paid to the Trustees of the
Bedemption Fund any arrears, or the contribution required
by this Law to be made to that Fund, together with all
expenses'attending the Beceivership, and all costs of making
the application.
Any Eeceiver appointed as aforesaid shall, in collection
and enforcement of the Bates aforesaid, have all the powers
and immunities of a Collector of Taxes.
D E B EN T U R E S,— BED EM PTIO N O F.

Notice as to time

1 5 —So soon as the Bedemption Fund shall amount to the

Deb™tnre8.ti0n °f sum of sixty thousand five hundred pounds, but not earlier
than forty years from the passing of this Law, the Commis-
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sioners shall, by Notice in the Jamaica Gazette and in at least
two daily Newspapers published in Kingston, fix a day, not
less than six months after the date of such Notice, on which
all the Debentures issued under this Law shall be redeemed.
16—
On the day so appointed the Treasurer shall on demand pay to the Holders of the Debentures the principal
moneys secured by those Debentures, with all interest payable
thereon up to that day.

Paym ent thereof.

17—
From and after the day appointed for the repayment of
the Debentures all interest on the principal moneys secured
thereby shall cease and determine, whether payment of the
principal have or have not been demanded.

Cesser

18—
Upon the repayment of the principal moneys secured
by any Debenture, such Debenture with all the Coupons there
unto belonging shall be delivered up to the Treasurer, and
shall be forthwith cancelled.

Cancellation of

of interest,

19—
No money applied in Redemption of a Debenture shall M oney paid in
be re-borrowed, and no Debenture shall be issued in respect of b™e-borrowed°
or substitution for any cancelled Debenture.

Ro
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The P r a d ia l Larceny Lavas, Amendment Law, 1890.
\12th May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is desirable to amend the Law relating to
Prsedial Larceny :—

W

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
1 Any person found in possession of any article of Agri- Non-accountingfor
cultural Produce in the Schedule to this Law, under circum- S S ' T h r i l l stances which afford reasonable grounds for suspecting1 that tllrf 1Produce,when
,
,
-*■
®
and bowfar IJvisuco. possession is not lawiul, may be arrested by any Consta- ^ence of crime,
ble or Rural Headman, and taken forthwith before the nearest
M agistrate; and the refusal or inability of such person, arrested
as aforesaid, to satisfy the Magistrate that his possession of
the article in question is lawful shall be deemed prima, facie
evidence of Larceny.
2—The Inspector General of Police shall cause copies of this Publication
Law to be printed upon posters in large type, and kept affixed this Law'
outside every M arket Place, Court House, Post Office and
Police Station, and at such other places as he may think fit.

of

3—In all Proceedings under this Law, the accused shall be Evidence by the
a competent but not compellable Witness.
party accuaei

2
Schedule.
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SCHEDULE.

Tams, cocoas,'plantains, potatoes, sweet potatoes, cassava,
corn and garden vegetables. Bananas, cocoannts, coffee, cacao,
(chocolate), pimento, arrowroot, sugar canes, corn, dyewoods,
ginger, annatto, oranges, and all other articles of Agricul
tural Produce.

JAMAICA—LAW 16 OF 1890.
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The Weights and Measures Law, 1890.
[27th May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is desirable to consolidate and amend the
Laws relating to Weights and Measures in this Island :

W

Pream ble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—
1—This Law may for all purposes be cited as “ The Weights
and Measures Law, 1890.”

Title,

2—The Acts Sixth Victoria, Chapter twenty-eight, Sections
one to twelve, and fourteen to twenty-seven, Tenth Victoria,
Chapter forty-six, and Laws 23 of 1869 and 8 of 1877, are
hereby repealed:—Provided nevertheless that such Repeal
shall not affect the validity, effect or consequence, of anything
already done or suffered under the Provisions of those Laws.

®«Peal Clause,

3—The Standard Measure of Length, the Standard Measure stan d a rd W eights
of Weight, and the Standard Measure of Capacity for liquids dSL^i“ ure3
as well as for dry goods usually sold by such Measure, shall
be the same as the Imperial Standard for Weights and Mea
sures in Great Britain, fixed by the Fifth of George the Fourth,
Chapter seventy-four, as amended by the Fifth and Sixth
William the Fourth, Chapter sixty-three.
4—The Standard of Length shall be the Imperial Standard Standard of
Yard, whereby all other Measures of Extension, whether the Th^fed
same be lineal, superficial or solid, shall be derived, com
puted and ascertained, and one-third part of the said Yard
shall be a Foot, and the twelfth part of such Foot an Inch.

2
Standard of
Weight,—
The Pound.
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5 _All articles sold by Weight shall be sold by avoirdupois
weight of sixteen ounces to the Pound, or the various multi
ples or parts thereof,—except gold, silver, platina, diamonds or
other precious stones, which may be sold by troy weight, and
drugs, which when sold by retail may be sold by apothecaries
w eight:—

And Whereas confusion has arisen as to the exact mea
suring of certain multiples of the pound weight,—the
Weight denominated a Stone shall consist of fourteen standard
pounds avoirdupois, the Weight denominated an Hundred
weight shall consist of eight such Stones, or one hundred and
twelve pounds, and the Weight denominated a Ton shall con
sist of twenty such hundred weights.
S tan d ard of
Measure for
liquids,—
The gallon.

Standard of
Capacity for D ry
Goods.

And for Liquors
in Casks.

C ontracts as to
W eight and
Measure, how to
be construed in
future.

Use of soft metal
in W eights pro
hibited except for
certain purposes.

0_ All Liquids usually sold by Measure shall be sold by the
Imperial Standard Gallon or the various aliquot parts there
of; but this shall not be construed so as to prevent the sale
of wines, m alt and other fermented liquors, by the cask, or
any liquors by the ordinary bottle or half bottle.

In the sale of such dry goods as are usually sold by Mea
sure of Capacity, two Imperial Standard Gallons shall consti
tute a Peck, eight such gallons a bushel, and eight such bushels
a quarter.
In the case of Spirits or other Liquids chargeable by Mea
sure contained in casks, it shall be lawful to ascertain the
Capacity and contents of such cask by gauge, according to
the Standard of the Imperial Gallon fixed by this Law.

7—
All contracts, bargains, sales and dealings, which sha
be made after this Law comes into force, for any work to be
done, or for any goods, wares, merchandize or other thing, to
be sold, delivered, done or agreed for, by Weight or Measure,
shall be deemed, taken and construed, to be made according
to the Standard Weights and Measures ascertained by this Law.

8—
And Whereas the use of Weights made of soft materia
affords facilities for fraud, no Weight made of lead or pewter
shall be stamped or used :—Provided always that nothing
herein contained shall prevent the use of lead or pewter in the
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manufacture of Weights, if they he wholly and substantially
cased with brass, iron, or other hard metal, or shall prevent
the insertion of such a plug of lead or pewter into Weights as
shall be bona fide necessary for the purpose of adjusting them,
and of affixing thereon the Stamp hereinafter mentioned.
Models of S ta n 
9—
The Models of the Standard Weights and Measures, the
dard W eights and
beams and scales, and triangles, and proper appliances for the M easures, and the
custody and care
custody and use of the same, provided by the Collector Gene thereof.
ral under Law 8 of 1877 for the principal offices of the seve
ral Clerks of Petty Sessions in this Island, and now in the cus
tody of the Clerks of the Courts, shall continue to be the
Models of Standard Weights and Measures for the several
Parishes of the Island, and shall continue to be deposited and
kept in the several offices of the Clerks of the Courts for the
several Parishes, and shall not be removed therefrom on any
pretext whatever; and any person who shall take or attem pt
to remove any of the said Weights or Measures, or triangles,
beams or scales, from the office of any Clerk of the Courts
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Twenty-Five Pounds;
and it shall be the duty of each Clerk of the Courts and he is
hereby required to see that proper care be taken of the said
Weights and Measures, and of the said triangles, beams and
scales, and that they be not in any way injured whilst in his
office, but be kept in good order, clean, and ready to be used
in comparing or verifying any Weights or Measures which may
he brought to his office for such purpose, under a penalty of
Ten Pounds; a.nd for his trouble in so doing such Clerk of the
Courts shall be entitled to remuneration from the Parish, not
exceeding Six Pounds per annum.
Copies of t h e '
10—
Copies of such Standard Weights and Measures shall
S tandard W eights
from time to time be provided by the Inspector General of and M easures to
be provided.
Constabulary, for the purpose of comparison in carrying out
the Provisions of this Law.

The Inspector or other principal Officer of Constabulary in
each Parish shall be the principal Inspector of Weights and
Measures for the Parish, and as such shall be the custodian
o f the duplicates of the copies or Models of the Standard

Inspector of Con
stabulary to. be *4
principal Inspec
to r of W eights
and M easures in
each Parish.

4

H is duties.
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Weights and Measures procured for the use of the Inspector of
Weights and Measures for the Parish ; and each Inspector or
other principal Officer as aforesaid shall personally, and in
the presence of the Clerk of the Courts, compare the said dupli
cate Weights and Measures with the Models in the office of
the Clerk of the Courts of the Parish once at least in every
twelve m onths; and a w ritten record of such comparison and its
result shall be made and preserved by the said Clerk in such
manner as the Resident Magistrate of the Parish shall de
termine.

Powers of inferior
Officers of Con
stabulary, Ac., as
Inspectors of
W eights and
M easures.

11—
Every Sub-Inspector Sergeant-Major or Sergeant of
Constabulary, and every Constable who may be appointed in
writing as hereinafter provided, shall within the Parish in
which they shall be stationed have the powers and perform
the duties of Inspectors of Weights and Measures.

Pow er to appoint
Constable to per
form th e duties of
In sp ecto r of
W eights and
M easures.

12—
I t shall be lawful for the Inspector General from time
to time, by writing under his hand, to appoint any Constable
to perform the duties of an Inspector of Weights and Mea
sures in any Parish, and also from time to time at his pleasure
to cancel any such appointment.

Tim e and place
fo r Stam ping
W eights and
M easures.

13—
The principal Inspector of Weights and Measures in
each Parish shall from time to time appoint a day or days,
and a place or places, on and at which W eights and Measures
may be stamped with the Stamp which shall have been ap
proved by the Governor under the Provisions of this Law.

Comparison and
Stam ping W eights
an d Measures.

D u ties of Inspec
tors of W eights
and Measures.

14—
An Inspector of Weights and Measures shall attend at
the time and place appointed, and shall bring with him the
duplicate Weights and Measures, and shall compare and try
with the same such Weights and Measures as shall be pre
sented to him for the purpose, and shall stamp all such
Weights and Measures as on such comparison and trial shall
he found to be just and true.
15—
The Inspectors of Weights and Measures within their
respective Parishes shall examine all Weights and Measures
whatsoever which shall be used for the purpose of buying and
selling, or for the m aking of any charges on goods or m er
chandize, and shall compare such Weights and Measures with
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one or more copies of the Weights and Measures provided
under Section 7 of this Law, and when found to correspond
with such copies they shall stamp the same as correct in such
a manner as best to prevent frau d ; the stamp or stamps to
he used for this purpose shall be such as shall be approved
by the Governor, and a copy of the same shall be placed in
the custody of the Clerks of the Courts along with the Models
of the Standard Weights and Measures.
16—
I t shall be lawful for any Inspector of Weights and
Measures at all reasonable times to enter any shop, store,
stall, yard, w harf or place, whatsoever wherein goods shall be
bought or exposed or kept for sale, or shall be weighed for
the purpose of shipping, conveyance or carriage, and to call
f o r all Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines, and, should
he have reason to suspect th at any W eights Measures or Weighing Machines are being withheld, to search for the same
in such shop, store, stall, yard, w harf or place as aforesaid,
or any adjoining premises where he may have reason to sus
pect th at any Weights Measures or Weighing Machines may
be concealed, whether such premises are in the occupation of
the occupier of the shop, store, stall, yard, w harf or place, or
of some other person, and to examine, compare and try, such
Weights Measures and Weighing Machines as shall be pro
duced to him, or be discovered, with the copies of the Standard
Weights and Measures supplied to him in accordance with
this Law.

T heir Pow ers.

17—
Any person who shall wilfully obstruct, hinder, resist, Obstructing inor in any way oppose, any person hereby authorized to exa- the
mine such Weights and Measures, in the execution of his Us Offio9Office,—and any person who shall wilfully refuse or fail to pro
duce all such Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines, that
may be in his possession or on his premises, to be examined,
or who shall conceal or attem pt to conceal from an Inspector
of Weights and Measures any such Weight, Measure or Weigh
ing Machine,—shall, on conviction thereof before any Resident
Magistrate or any two Justices of the Peace, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and in default of pay-
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m ent o f such penalty to be im prisoned for any tim e not
exceeding th ree m onths, w ith or w ithout h ard labor.
S ale o£ u n stam p ed
W eig h ts a n d
M easu res p ro 
h ib ited .

18—
A fter th e 31st day of December, 1890, it shall not h
law ful for any person to sell or expose for sale in this Island
any W eight or M easure w ithin th e m eaning of this Law, unless
and u n til th e same shall have been produced to an Inspector
of W eights and Measures, and by him have been compared,
tested and stam ped, as required by this Law.

O n w h at p a rt of
W eig h ts and
M easures th e y are
to b e stam ped.

19—
A ll W eights w hich shall be used as aforesaid after th
31st day of D ecem ber, 1890, of the w eight of one-fourth of a
pound or upw ards shall have the w eight of th e same stam ped
or cast on the top or side th ereo f in legible figures and letters,
and all Measures of Capacity w hich shall be used as aforesaid
shall have th e ir contents denom inated, stam ped or marked,
on th e outside of such Measures in legible figures and letters.

F o rg in g stam p s o r
fa lsify in g W eig h ts
o r M easures.

20 —
A ny person who shall m ake, forge or counterfeit, o
know ingly aid in counterfeiting, any Stam p or m ark which
shall he used for th e stam ping or m arking o f any W eight or
M easure under this Law, or who after any W eight or M easure
has been stam ped shall a lte r such W eight or M easure w ith a
view to deceive, shall, on conviction thereof before th e Resi
d ent M agistrate or any two Justices of th e Peace, be liable to
a p enalty n o t exceeding P ifty Pounds, and in default o f
paym ent of such penalty he im prisoned w ith or w ithout hard
labour for any period no t exceeding tw elve m onths.

S ellin g , &c., false
W eig h ts o r
M easures.

21—
Any person who shall sell or expose for sale an
W eight or M easure p u rp o rtin g to be m arked w ith th e Govern
m ent Stam p or m ark, or one so n early resem bling th e same
as to be calculated to deceive, w hen th e said W eight or M ea
sure shall no t have been duly stam ped or m arked according
to th e Provisions of th is Law, shall, on conviction thereof
before th e R esident M agistrate or any two Justices of the
Peace, be liable to a penalty n o t exceeding Tw enty Pounds,
and in default of paym ent of such penalty be im prisoned, w ith
or w ithout h ard labour, for any period no t exceeding th ree
m onths.
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22—Any person engaged in buying or selling who shall use Use or possession
any W eighing Machine which is unjust, or any W eight or MeM™ or”8 t8>
Measure other than those authorized by this Law, or which Madunes, by perhas not been stamped as aforesaid, or which shall be found un- fons. engaged in
A
.
.
.
buyi ng or selling.
just, or who shall have in his possession for the purposes of
trade any such unjust Weight, Measure or W eighing Ma
chine, shall, on conviction thereof before the Resident Ma
gistrate or any two Justices of the Peace, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding Twenty Pounds, and in default of P e n a lty ,
payment of such penalty be imprisoned with or without
hard labour for a period not exceeding three months, un
less such penalty be sooner paid ; and every such light
or unjust W eighing Machine, W eight and Measure, shall,
on being discovered by any Inspector, be seized, and on con
viction of the person using or possessing the same shall be
forfeited and destroyed:—Provided th at nothing herein con- Proviso as to
.
_
wooden or w icker
tam ed shall extend to require any wooden or wicker Measure M easures and carused in the sale of lime or other articles of the like nature,
^ugs or onps'
or any glass tin or earthenware ju g or drinking cup, to be
stamped, but any person buying by any vessel represented as
containing the am ount of any Im perial Measure, or of any
m ultiple or part thereof, is hereby authorized to require the
contents of such vessel to be ascertained by a comparison with
a stamped Measure, such stamped measure to be found and pro
vided by the person who shall use such wooden or wicker
Measure, ju g or cup as aforesaid, and in case the person who
shall use such last mentioned Measure or vessel shall refuse
to make such comparison, or if upon such comparison being
made suclf wooden or wicker Measure, glass tin or earthen
ware ju g or drinking cup, shall be found deficient in quantity,
the person who shall use the same shall, on conviction as
aforesaid, be subject to the forfeiture and penalties herein
before imposed on any person using light or unjust Weights
or Measures, to be in like m anner recovered and enforced.
23— Anv person who shall commit any Offence under this P e n a lty on
f
,,
. .
.
.
Offences fo r which.
Law for which no penalty is herein provided shall, on convic- n o p enalty is
tion before a Resident Magistrate or any two Justices of the prOTlded'
Peace, be liable to a. penalty not exceeding ten pounds or
to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one month.

.
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A Law in aid of the Parochial Roadt.
[3rd M ay, 1890.]
TYTH EREA S it is necessary to make provision for improvV T ing the condition of the Parochial Roads of this Isla n d :
And Whereas it is expedient for that purpose to relieve the
respective Parochial Road Funds of the maintenance of some
of the most im portant Roads in each Parish, by plac
ing those Roads on the Schedule of the Main Roads of the
Island under the Powers of Law 41 of 1887
And Whereas it is necessary for that purpose to provide by
Loan for the Reconstruction of such Roads, and to some ex
tent by additional taxation for the subsequent maintenance
thereof, and for the Interest and Sinking Fund on the said
L oan :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and the Legislative (Jouncil
of Jamaica, as follows

Preamble.

1—
W ith this Law are incorporated Laws 3 2 of 1887 and
of 1 8 8 7 ; and all the Powers and Provisions of those Laws
shall be applicable to the purposes of this Law, except where
the Provisions of those Laws may be inconsistent with and
repugnant to the Provisions of this Law.

4 1 Laws incorporated

FIN A N C IA L .

The Governor of Jamaica may from time to time, either Power to raise
in England or in Jamaica, or partly in one and partly
’
in the other, raise, by the issue of Debentures under
2—
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this Law, any sum or sums not exceeding in the whole
one hundred and eighty thousand pounds, at a rate of interest
not exceeding four per cent, per annum , to be applied in the
Reconstruction of such existing Parochial Roads in this Island
as shall be determ ined upon in the m anner hereinafter pro
vided.
L oan guaranteed.

•3—'lh e principal moneys and interest secured under this
Law are hereby charged upon and guaranteed out of the
G eneral Revenues and Assets of the Island.

D eb en tu res,—
th e ir issue in
E n g lan d a n d n
Jam aica.

4—
The Debentures when issued in E ngland shall be issued
in London, on behalf of the Governm ent of Jam aica, by the
Crown Agents for the Colonies, (in this Law referred to as
th e Crown Agents,) and shall be signed by them in that
behalf, and when issued in Jam aica shall be signed by the
Colonial Secretary and countersigned by the Treasurer of
the Island of Jam aica.

R eg istry thereof.

5—
Every D ebenture issued in England shall, before being
issued, be registered in a Register Book, to be kept for th at
purpose at the office in London of the Crown A gents,—and
every D ebenture issued in Jam aica shall, before being issued,
be registered in a Register Book, to be k ep t for th at purpose
a t th e Public Treasury.

C oupons.

6—
There shall be attached to every Debenture, Coupons
fcr the paym ent of the interest to become due in each halfyear upon the principal secured by the Debenture.
The Coupons shall be sufficient in num ber to provide for
the paym ent of the interest, either during the whole period
for which the D ebenture has to run, or for such lim ited period
as the Governor, or the Crown Agents acting on behalf of the
Governm ent of Jam aica in England, may determ ine.

D eb en tu res and
C oupons,—
th e ir F o rm s.

7—
The Debentures and the Coupons' thereto may be in
such Form as the Governor, or Crown Agents acting on his
b ehalf in E ngland, may direct or approve.

T h e ir tra n s fe ra 
b ility .

b— Every D ebenture or Coupon, and the right to receive
th e principal and interest secured or represented thereby,
shall be transferable by delivery.

A Law in aid of the Parochial Roads.
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3

So long as any of the Debentures remain outstanding Provision for paythe Governor shall, in each half year ending the day on ment of mtere,twhich the interest on the Debentures falls due, appropriate,
out of the General Revenues and Assets of this Colony, a sura
equal to one-half year's interest on the whole of the Deben
tures previously issued, and shall rem it such portion of that
sum as shall be equal to one-half year’s interest on the De
bentures previously issued in England to the Crown Agents,
at such time as will enable them to pay thereout the then
current half year’s interest on the day when it falls due;
and the Crown Agents and the Treasurer shall pay the then
current half year’s interest on the Debentures issued in Eng
land and Jamaica respectively on the day when it falls due.
9—

10—
So long as any of the Debentures remain outstanding Provision for
the Governor shall, in each half year ending on the day on demptifu^nd.
which the interest on the Debentures falls due, appropriate,
out of the Revenues and Assets of the Colony, an additional
sum equal to ten shillings sterling per centum on the total
nominal amount of all the Debentures issued on or before
the first day of that half y e a r; and th at sum shall be invested,
and the interest thereon from time to time shall be invested,
by the Treasurer, under the directions of the Governor, to
wards the formation of a Fund applicable to the Redemption
of the Debentures.
11—
So soon as the beforementioned Redemption Fund Appointment of
shall am ount to the nominal value of all the Debentures issued, tion.f° ' Red*mp'
but not sooner than forty years after the passing of this Law,
the Crown Agents and the Treasurer respectively shall, by
advertisement in the London Times Newspaper and in the
Jamaica Gazette, and in not less than two Newspapers pub ■
lished in the Colony, appoint a day, not less than six months
after the date of the advertisement, on which the principal
moneys secured by the Debentures will be re-paid.
The Treasurer shall, on or before the day so appointed, rem it to the Crown Agents so much of the said Redemption
Fund as may be necessary for the Redemption of the Deben
tures issued in England.

Provision for Re-

4
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Redemption of
Debentures.

12—
On or alter theday so appointed, the Crown Agentsin re
spect of Debentures issued in England at their Office in London
and the Treasurer in respect of Debentures issuedin Jamaica,
shall on demand pay to the Holders of the Debentures the
principal moneys secured by those Debentures, with all in
terest payable thereon up to that day.

Cesser of interest.

13—
From and after the day appointed for the re-payment
of any Debenture all interest on the principal moneys secured
thereby shall cease and determine, whether payment of the
principal have or have not been demanded.

Delivery up of
D ebentures when
paid.

14—
Upon the re-payment of the principal moneys secured
by the Debenture, the Debenture with all the Coupons there
unto belonging, if issued in England shall be delivered up to
the Crown Agents, and if issued in Jamaica to the Treasurer,
to be by them respectively cancelled and forwarded to the
Government of Jamaica.

A Laic, in a id o j the P a ro c h ia l H o a d s.

Any Debenture redeemed by purchase shall likewise be so
cancelled and forwarded.
N o moneys to be
re-borrowed.

15—
No money applied in Redemption of a Debenture shall
be re-borrowed, and no Debenture shall be issued in respect
of or substitution for any cancelled Debenture.

P ay m en t of
interest.

16—
The interest upon the principal secured by each De
benture shall run from the day named in that behalf in the
Debenture, and shall be paid half-yearly on the days named
in that behalf in the Debenture, if issued in England at the
Office in London of the Crown Agents, and if issued in Jamaica
at the Treasury of the Island.
TAXATION.

Law 26 of 1868,—
Section 1 amended)

17—
Section 1 of Law 26 of 1868 is hereby amended by the
insertion in the Schedule thereto, between the words “ cacao”
and “ vegetables,” the words “ bananas, cocoanuts,” and shall
hereafter be so read and interpreted.

Law 30 of 1867,—
Section 1 amended.

18—
Section 1 of Law 30 of 1867 is hereby amended by the
addition of the following words:—
Each head of horned stock used for purposes of
draft, one shilling
...
... £0 1 0

A Law m aid o f the Parochial Roads.
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and the said Section shall hereafter be so read and inter
preted.
19—There shall be imposed upon all persons in the possession of the several Holdings of Land in this Island, except
in the Parish of Kingston, named in the following Schedule,
whether as Owners, Tenants, or in any other character, the
Hates of Duty as follows :—
Por every Holding not exceeding five acres in area,
—two shillings
...
... £0 2
For every Holding exceeding five and not exceed
ing ten acres,—three shillings and fourpence ... 0 3

4

For every Holding exceeding ten and not exceed
ing twenty acres,—four shillings and eightpence

0 4

8

For every Holding exceeding twenty and not ex
ceeding fifty acres,—five shillings and fourpence

0 5

4

For every Holding exceeding fifty and not exceed
ing one hundred acres,—six shillings and eight
pence
...
...

0

6

8

For every Holding exceeding one hundred and not
exceeding two hundred acres,—ten shillings ...

010

0

For every Holding exceeding two hundred and not
exceeding five hundred acres,—twenty shillings

1

0

For every Holding exceeding five hundred and not
exceeding eight Hundred acres,—thirty shillings

1 10 0

For every Holding exceeding eight hundred and
not exceeding one thousand acres;—thirty-six
shillings and eight pence
...

1 16

8

For every Holding exceeding one thousand and
not exceeding fifteen hundred acres,—fifty-three
shillings and four pence
...

2 13

4

For every Holding exceeding fifteen hundred acres,
—sixty shillings
...
...

3

0

0

0

T ax on H oldings,

0

20—Every person liable to the Duty aforesaid shall, on the ingoings as to
First of August next and on the First of August in every
succeeding year, or within ten days thereafter respectively,

6

P aym ent of
H oldings Tax.
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give in to the Collector of Taxes, or other Officer of the Rev
enue who is or may be appointed to collect and receive this
Tax in the Parish where such Lands are situate, a just and true
R eturn of all Lands in his possession, shewing the name of the
property and of any property of which it formerly was a part,
and shall state to the best of his knowledge or belief the name
of the Owner or reputed Owner of the Land, the name of the
occupier thereof, and the character in which he holds the
said Land, and the num ber of acres of each Holding, with a
declaration at foot to the tru th thereof.
21—
Every person making or required to make such R eturn
as aforesaid shall pay to the Collector of Taxes, or other
Officer as aforesaid, the Duties according to the respective
Rates hereinbefore mentioned for the num ber of acres, reck
oning as an acre any fractional part of an acre, included in
such R e tu rn ; and the Duties under this Law shall be paid on
the First day of August in each year, or within ten days
thereafter ; and in every case where no R eturn shall have
been made as required by this Law shall be liable to the
Surcharge of one-fourth part of such Duties.

L iabilities of
C o-tenants.

22—
W here two or more persons shall be seised or entitled
in undivided shares or proportions, either as tenants in com
mon, joint tenants, coparceners or otherwise, any one or more
of them shall he liable for the said Duty as if he was or they
were solely seised or entitled.

Law 32 of 1867
substantially
incorporated.

23—
All the Powers, Provisions, Rqgulatibnsaud Directions,
contained in the The Tax Collection Law, 1867, (No. 32 of
1867,) and any Law or Laws amending the same, shall be of
full force and effect with respect to the Duties hereby granted
so far as the same are applicable,—and shall be observed, ap
plied and enforced, for and in the collecting, regulating and
recovering, of the Duties hereby granted, and the Surcharge
thereon if and when the same shall be chargeable, and other
wise in relation to the said Duties, so far as the same shall be
consistent with and not superseded by the express Provisions
of this Law, as fully and effectually as if the same had been
herein repeated and especially enacted with reference to such
last mentioned Duties.

A Law in aid o f the Parochial Roads.
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A P P R O P R IA T IO N OF R E V E N U E .

24—The proceeds of the Taxes imposed by this Law, and Application of
also the proceeds of the Licenses to sell Spirits imposed by p1006®'1* of T“ ea>
Law 9 of 1875, shall be appropriated to the purposes of this
L aw ;—firstly, to provide for the In terest and Sinking Fund
on the moneys raised by the Loan authorized by this Law,—
secondly, to provide for the m aintenance and repairs of such
Parochial Roads as shall hereafter be taken over as Main
Roads,—and the balance in any year shall be added to the
moneys raised by Loan as aforesaid and appropriated for the
Reconstruction of Parochial Reads under this Law ^-P rovided
always th at the proceeds of the said Licenses to sell Spirits
attributable to the Parish of Kingston shall not be dealt with
in the m anner provided by this Law, but shall be appropri
ated to the purposes of the Kingston Street Reconstruction
Law, I8b3!, (Law 4 of 1883,) and any Law susperseding the
same.
R O A D S TO

RE

R E -C O N S T R U C T E D A N D
M A IN RO A D S.

TAKEN

O V ER AS

- —The annual sum in pounds sterling derivable in each Method of
Parish except Kingston, according to an estimate to be fu r- n u m b e ^ f miles
nished to the Governor byj the Collector General,> from the to
°f be taken over
Roads
Taxes appropriated as hereinbefore provided for the purposes at firstof this Law, after deducting therefrom the proportionate part
of the total sum necessary for the In terest and Sinking Fund
on the moneys raised by Loan under this Law, shall be divided
by tw enty, and the quotient shall be the length in miles of
the Parochial Roads which shall in the first instance be re
constructed and taken over as M ain Roads in th at Parish.

26—To determ ine the particular Roads in any Parish which
shall be reconstructed and taken over as Main Roads, the
—
.
Director of Public Works, the Custos of the Parish or if there
be no Custos then a person resident in the Parish to be named
by the Governor, the Chairm an or if the Chairm an be Custos
th en the Vice Chair man, of the Parochial Board, and the
Engineer or other Officer of the Public W orks D jpartm ent
in charge of the District in which the Parish is situate, are
hereby appointed Commissioners.

commissioners
to decide w hat
Roads shall bo

taken over,

8
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Selection of Road*
to be taken over.

27—
The said Commissioners shall meet at such times and
at such place in the principal town of the Parish as shall be
appointed hy the Director of Public Works, three forming a
Quorum, and shall select Roads to the total length determined
as hereinbefore provided, and shall forward to the Colonial
Secretary, for the information of the Governor, a descriptive
List of such Roads, set out in the order in which it is deemed
desirable that they shall be taken in hand.

A pplication of
Surplus Revenue.

28—
I f it shall hereafter appear from time to time that the
Revenue derived from the Taxes appropriated to the purposes
of this Law is greater than is necessary to provide for the
maintenance of the Roads which it shall have been decided to
reconstruct and take over as Main Roads, a further length of
Roads, to he similarly dealt with, shall be determined upon, by
treating the excess Revenue in the manner provided by Sec
tion 25, and the Commissioners in each Parish shall make and
report a further selection of Roads in the manner provided
hy Sections 26 and 27.
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18 OF 1890.

The Mandeville Parade Law, 1890.
[21st M ay, 1890.

W

HEREAS it is desirable to preserve the Mandeville
Parade as a Public Recreation G round:—

Pream ble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jam aica, as follows :—
Parochial Board of the Parish of M anchester
may make Regulations for the proper m anagem ent and p re
servation of the M andeville Parade, and may from tim e to
time alter, add to or rescind, any such R egulations:—

P o w e r to make
R egulations as to
th e M andeville
Parade.

Provided always th at no such Regulations, or any alteration
or am endm ent thereof, shall be of any force or effect u ntil
fourteen days after the same shall have been approved by the
Governor in Privy Council and published in the Jam aica
Gazette.

A pproval and p u b 
licatio n thereof.

2—Any person doing any act in contravention of any Regu
lation made by the Parochial Board of the Parish of Manches
ter under this Law, and approved as aforesaid, shall, on con
viction by any Court of Summary Jurisdiction, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding Five Pounds, or in default to im prison
m ent with or w ithout bard labour for a term not exceeding
one month.

Breach of R egula
tions,—
P e n a lty therefor.

1 —The

3— Any

Police Constable, R ural Constable, or other person
specially appointed in w riting by the Chairman of the Paro
chial Board of Manchester, may lawfully arrest w ithout
W arrant any person w ilfully and after due w arning con
travening any R egulation of the Board which has been
approved as aforesaid.

Pow er of A rre st.

[Oh . 18.]

2
Powers,

&C., of

to "cany out°itegulations.

Posting up of

Regulations.

Ih e Mandeville Parade Law, 1890,.

4 —Every

person appointed in w riting by the Chairm an to
carry out the Regulations of the Parochial Board shall, for
th e purposes of this Law, have the power and privileges of a
Constable of the Jam aica Constabulary.
5 —W hen Rules and R egulations have been approved by
th e Governor in P rivy Council, the Parochial Board aforesaid
shall cause copies thereof to be painted on boards, and posted
and k ept posted up on two conspicuous places on or near the
Parade.

I

JAMAICA—LAW 19 OF 1890.
j l Law to relieve the Governor from the payment o f Import
Duties, Dates and Taxes.
\15th May, 1890.]

W

HEREAS it is desirable to relieve the Governor of
Jam aica from the paym ent of Im port Duties upon goods
im ported into the Colony for his own use and the use of his
household, and from paym ent of local Rates and Taxes :—

Pream ble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follow s:—
1—In this Law the term “ the Governor” includes the
Officer for the time being Administering the Government of
this Island.

Definition.

2—All goods im ported into this Island by the Governor for
the use of his household or for him self as Governor are hereby
declared to be exem pt from, and shall hereafter be admitted
free of, all Im port and Customs Duties.

Im p o rts b y
G overnor,—
w hen free from
D uty.

3—The Treasurer, on the Certificate of the Governor as to
the am ount from time to tim e payable for, upon or in respect
of, any taxable animals or articles in the possession or use
of himself, or of his private Secretary and one Aide-de-Camp
for th e tim e being, shall pay the am ount so certified to the
Collector of the Parish entitled to receive the same.

T reasurer to pay
certa in Taxes on
Certificate of th e
Governor.

4—This Law shall not come into operation until the plea
sure of H er Majesty the Queen to allow or not to disallow
the same shall have been signified to the Governor, and the
Governor shall have notified the same by Proclam ation pub
lished in th e Jam aica Gazette.

Suspension C lause
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JAMAICA—LAW 20 OF 1890.
A L a w to give Validity and A uthenticity to certain Uncer
tified Records.
\_loth M ay, 1890,\
H E R E A S th e V alidity an d A u th en ticity of Records engrossed in th e R egister Books of th e Isla n d R ecord
Office since th e passing of Law 6 of 1879 is, by law , co n tin 
g en t on th e ir E x am in ation and C ertification in accordance
w ith th e Provisions of Section 22 o f th a t Law
A nd W hereas in th e case of a lim ited nu m b er of such R er
cords no Certificate of E x am in atio n was appended to th e same,
o r th e Certificates appended th ere to w ere no t signed by th e
E xam ining Officer a t th e tim e of engrossm ent, and, ow ing to
th e death o f th e said Officer, these n eg lig en t omissions cannot
now be supplied*:—
A nd W hereas th e m ajo rity of such uncertified Records bear
evident m arks of hav in g been duly exam ined by th e said Offi
cer w ith th e original Deeds and W ritin g s of w hich they are the
Records, and no doubt exists th at, notw ith stan d in g such w ant
of Certification, th e said Records are tru e and faith fu l copies
of th e O riginal Deeds and W ritin g s o f w hich th ey are th e
R eco rd s:—
A nd W hereas, du rin g th e re cen t verification o f th e Records
in th e Islan d R ecord Office, a Volum e containing engrossm ents
of W ills w hich was in process of tran sc rip tio n escaped notice,
and was n o t au th en ticated w ith in th e delay prescribed by Law
42 o f 1887 an d L aw 33 o f 1888, a n d i t is expedient th a t th e
same should now he a u th e n tic a te d :—

P re a m b le .
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Uncertified Records Law.

And Whereas it is expedient th at private individuals
should not suffer owing to the aforesaid negligent omissions
on the part of the Officials of the Island Record Office:__
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
R ecords specified
in Schedule
▼ali dated.

1—
Notwithstanding the failure to comply with the require
ments of Section 22 of Law 6 of 1879, with regard to the
Exam ination and Certification of Records engrossed in the
Register Books of the Island Record Office, the Records speci
fied in the Schedule appended hereto shall be deemed to be
valid authentic and effectual Records, within the meaning of
Section 11 of Law 42 of 18S7.

A u th en ticatio n of
l i b e r 41 of W ills.

2—
Notwithstanding the expiry of the delays prescribed by
Law 42 of 1887, and enlarged by Law 33 of 1888, it shall be
competent for the Deputy Keeper of the Records, within one
month after the passing of this Law, to cause Liber 41 of the
Registers of W ills to be verified and authenticated in the m an
ner prescribed by Section 3 of Law 42 of 1S87.

V alidation thereof.

After the declaration on oath referred to in the said Section
shall have been made and subscribed, the said Yolume shall
be deemed to be a valid authentic and effectual Register
Book, and the Deeds and W ritings contained therein to be
valid authentic and effectual Records, to all intents and p u r
poses whatsoever.

L aw s to ’be read
together.

3—
This Law and Laws 6 of 1879, 42 of 1887 and 33 of
1888, shall be read and taken together as one Law.

Uncertified 'Records Law.
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SC H E D U L E .

List of Records not certified under Section 22 o f Lau> 6 of 1879.
Liber.
R egisters of Deeds N . S. 1
R egisters of Deeds N . S. 10
6
“
«
«
«
“
“
«
«
«
«
“

Folio.
52
10
28
37
46
47
48
52
55
56
60

66
72

«

74

“
«

81
94

“

100

“

102

“
“
«
“
«
“
“
“
«
“
«

“
«
“
I
«
“
«
“
«
«
«
«
*'
«
“
“
“
“
“
“
«
«

107
115
123
124
127
128
131
149
154
171
172
184
285
293
297
303
303
304
306
308
309
313
318
319
321
322
325
327
329
330
331
333
334
337

N o. of Record.
97
343
357
394
400
401
402
405
409
421
423
427
432
433
434
476
481
482
485
488
491
492
493
494
496
537
542
583
584
592
686
687
719
723
724
725
730
731
732
736
737
738
739
740
743
744
763
764
765
766
768
770

W hen Entered.
2 7th February, 1879.
4 th January, 1881.
tt
7th
if
19 th
it
20th
if
20th
it
21st
ft
22nd
ft
22nd
it
24th
it
26th
“
27th
ft
27th
ts
27th
tt
27th
8th February, 1881
tt
9th
tt
10th
ft
12th
ft
14th
ft
14th
ft
14th
tt
14th
tt
14th
«
14th
tt
22nd
ft
22nd
4th March, 1881.
ft
4th
tt
5th
1 st A pril, 1881
tt
2nd
ft
8th
tt
9th
tt
9th
ft
9th
tt
11th,
ft
11th
tt
11th
it
12th
tt
12th
ft
12th
tt
12 th
tt
12th
tt
13th
if
13th
“
25th
ft
25th
tt
26th
ft
2 6 th
ft
26th
M
26th

3

4
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Liber.

—i—

Uncertified Records Law.
Polio.
No. of Record.
When Entered.
■

Registers of Deeds N. S. 10
tt

tt
ft
tt
ft
it
it
tt
it
it
tt
if
tt
it
it
it
it
ft

((
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
it
ft
tt
tt

Registers of Deeds N. S. j 12
°
tt
ft
ft

tt
ft
ft

Registers of Powers N. S. 1

—

360
364
366
367
369
372
381
382
386
388
389
392
393
396
408
408
409
409
409
410
414
417
419
421
428
430
433
437
445
446
448
452
463

786
788
789
790
791
792
794
795
797
798
799
800
801
802
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
849
850
853
854
882
883
885
886
897

11
20
21
33
60
65
73
168

908
947
948
955
1,002
1,003
1,007
245

2nd May, 1881
tt
2nd
tt
2nd
if
2nd.
it
3rdtt
3rd
tt
3rd
ft
3rd
ft
3rd
tt
3rd
tt
3rd
tt
4th
tt
5th
tt
5th
tt
12th
tt
12th
tt
12th
ft
12th
it
14th
tt
16th
tt
16th
ft
16th
tt
16th
tt
16th
tt
17th
tt
17th
if
17th
tt
17th
tt
27th
ft
27th
tt
28th
ft
28th
tt
30th
31st May, 1881
10th June, 1881
tt
10th
11th
tt
18th
tt
18th
tt
20th
5th Deer. 1882

JAMAICA—LAW 21 OF 1890.
The Appropriation Law, 1890-91.

\22nd May, 1890.']
HEREAS of the amount of two hundred and seventy thou
sand four hundred and seventy-one pounds, nine shillings,
required for the service of the Civil Government of this Island
and for other purposes for the Financial Half-Year to end on
the 81st day of March, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-one, the sum of one hundred and one thousand two
hundred and twenty-four pounds, and two pence, has been
provided for by Law, and it is now requisite to make a further
provision of one hundred and sixty-nine thousand two
hundred and forty-seven pounds, eight shillings and ten
pence:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as fo llo w s —

Preamble.

1—The Treasurer of the Island shall, on the W arrant of the
Governor, pay a sum not exceeding in the aggregate one
hundred and sixty-nine thousand two hundred and fortyseven pounds, eight shillings and ten pence, for defraying the
several charges and expenses of the Civil Government of this
Island and for other purposes for the Financial Half-Year to
end on the 31st day of March, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-one, set forth in the Schedule to this Law annexed.

£169,247 8s. 194.
granted fo r cer
ta in Services as
p e r S chednla

W

2

The Appropriation Law .
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SCHEDULE TO APPROPRIATION LAW.
£
A dm inistrative D epartm ents

Revenue Departments
Postal Service

...

...

d.
5

16,714
10,765

T elegraphs

Judicial
Medical
Constabulary
Prisons
...
Education
Harbours and Pilotage ...
Military
Steam Communication round Island
Steam Communication with Halifax
Subsidy to West India and Panama Telegraph Company
Island Record Office
Printing and Stationery Establishment
Institute of Jamaica
Public Gardens and Plantations
Miscellaneous
Public Works
Total

s.

13,555 14

2,703
3,0 1 9

9 11
9 &
3
6

4
0

21 ,8 2 7 19

0

25,093

2

9

9,409 18

0

19,988 15

a

102

7

6

2,067

0

8

900

0

316 13

4

1,000

0

0

150
3,639

0
0

0
0

875
2,3 7 6

0
0

0
0

3,312

2

0

31,431

1

0

£ 1 6 9 ,2 4 7

8 10

JAMAICA—LAW

22 OF 1890.

A Law to amend the M arriage Law, 1879, and the Marriage
L aw Offences Law, 1879*

W

H E R E A S doubts have arisen w hether since th e passing
of th e M arriage Law, 1879, and th e M arriage Law
Offences Law, 1879, th e persons professing the Jew ish R eli
gion are entitled to contract M arriages which, p rio r to the
passing of th e said Laws, were perm issible according to the
R ules and Customs of th e ir R eligion, and it is desirable to
remove such d o u b ts:—

P rea m b le .

Be it enacted by th e Governor and L egislative Council of
Jam aica, as fo llo w s:—
1—N othing in th e said Laws contained shall extend to
prev en t any M arriages of persons who are M embers of the
Jew ish Religion, and w here such M arriage would before th e
passing of th e said Laws have been perm issible according to
th e Rules and Customs of the Jew ish Religion.
2—No M arriage Officer who has heretofore perform ed or
witnessed, or shall h ereafter perform or witness, the Cere
m ony of .M arriage betw een any such parties as m entioned in
th e im m ediately preceding Section, shall be deemed to have
been or to be hereafter g uilty of any Offence w ithin the m ean
in g of th e M arriage Law Offences Law, 1879.
* H av e n o t b een assen ted to.

L aw s 15 a n d 26 of
1879 n o t to
p re v e n t certain.
M arriages betw een.
Jew s.

N o M arriage
Officer p erfo rm in g
o r w itn e ssin g such.
M arriag es to b e
d eem ed g u ilty of
a n Offence.

i
*

J AMAICA—LAW 23 OF 1890.
The 'Richfield Trust Land Sales Law, 1890 .
11,4 th May, 1890 .']
HEREAS it is desirable th at there should be granted to
the present Trustees power in certain eases to sell por
tions of the Titehfleld Trust Lands

W

Pream ble.

And Whereas the Jamaica Schools Commission, the present
Trustees, are willing to sell such Trust Lands if authorized to
do so :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—
1—The Jamaica Schools Commission are hereby authorized
to sell and convey any parts or parcels of the Lands known
as the Titchfield Trust Lands, situated in the Parish of Portland,
in the Island of Jamaica, on such terms and for such prices as
may to the said Commission seem ju st and reasonable :—
Provided always that all conditions for the Sale of such
Lands or parcels of Land aforesaid, and all proposals for the
investment or other disposal of any moneys received from the
Sale of such Lands, shall be submitted for the approval of
the Governor in Privy Council.

Pow er to sell
p a rts of th e
Titchfield T ru st
Lands.

JAMAICA—LAW 24 OF 1890.

.

A l a w to prevent the Importation o f Cattle and other Animals
suffering fro m contagious and infectious Diseases *

B

Pream ble.

1—In this Law, and in any Order of the Governor in Privy
Council made under it,—

D efinitions.

E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follow s:—

(1.) “ Cattle” means bulls, cows, oxen,heifers, steers and cattle,
calves.
(2.) “ Animals” means, except where it is otherwise expressed, cattle, sheep, goats and swine.

A nim als,

(3.) “ Disease” means cattle plague or rinderpest, anthrax, contagious pleuro-pneum onia, foot and
mouth disease, sheep-pox or sheep scab, or any
other contagious Disease which is known to attack
cattle or other animals.

Disease,

“ Carcase” means the carcase of an animal, and ineludes p art of a carcase, and the meat, bones, hide,
skin, hoof, horns, offal, or other part of an anim al
separately or otherwise, or any portion thereof.

carcase,

(4 .)

(5.) “ Todder” means grass, hay, or other substances Fodder/
commonly used as food for animals.
(6.) “ L itter” means straw, or other substances commonly Litter,

used as bedding or otherwise for or about animals.
* H ave n o t been assented to .

2
Foreign.

Person.
C ourt of Summary
Jurisdiction.

Governor.

Inspector.

Inspection and
Q uarantine of
Animals.

Supply of food for
them .

F u rth e r Inspection
before removal.,

Inspector’s Fees.

[Ch . 24.]
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Law.

(7.) “ .Foreign” applied to a Country denotes a Country
outside of the Island of Jamaica and its Dependen
cies, and applied to animals and things means
brought to Jamaica from a Foreign Country.
(8.) “ Person” includes a body corporate or unincorporate
(9.) “ Court of Summary Jurisdiction” means two or
more Justices sitting in Petty Sessions at a Court
or other public place appointed in that behalf, or
a '.Resident, Stipendiary or other, Magistrate’or
Officer, however designated, having by Law power
to act for any purpose with the authority of two
Justices, and sitting at a Police Court or other place
appointed in that behalf.
(10.) “ Governor” means the Officer Administering the
Government of Jamaica for the time being.

(11.) “ Inspector” means a person appointed by the Go
vernor in Privy Council to be an Inspector for the
purposes of this Law ^
2—
All Cattle and Animals imported from a Foreign Coun
try shall, on arrival and before being landed, be examined
and inspected by the Inspector, and shall then be placed in
a Depot on the Coast to be provided by the Government out
of the General Revenues, and be there kept in Quarantine, at
the risk and expense of the Importer, for not less than four
teen days exclusive of the day jbn which they are landed:—
Provided nevertheless that / this Section shall not apply to
Cattle which shall be imported from the United Kingdom for
breeding purposes only.
-L
3—
Cattle or Animals landed at the place of Quarantin
must be supplied, by the Owner or Consignees, with a proper
and sufficient supply of food and water.

4—
On the expiration of the Quarantine all Cattle orjA ni
mals at the approved place of Quarantine must be again ex
amined and inspected by the Inspector before being removed.
5—
The Inspector shall be paid, by the person importing
Cattle or Animals or his Agent, a Fee of two shillings per head
on all Cattle or Animals imported, and such Fee shall be paid
before the Cattle or Animals are removed.

C a ttle O o n ta g io m D is e a s e s D a w .
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Pow er to make
6—
The Governor in Privy Council may from time to time
Orders to prohibit
make such further general or special Orders as he may think th e landing of
C attle, &c.
fit for prohibiting the landing of Cattle or Animals, or of
carcases, fodder, litter, dung or other thing, brought from any
Foreign Country, or any specified Port thereof.
Pow er to m ake
7—
The Governor in Privy Council may from time to time
O rders for c ertain
make such general or special Orders as he may think fit for purposes.
the following purposes or any of them :—
|l;,) For prescribing the Ports at which alone Foreign
Animals may be landed.
(2.) For defining or approving of the limits of Ports for
the purposes of this Law.

(3.) For defining or approving of parts of Ports.
(4.) For prohibiting and regulating the movement of
Animals into, in or out of, a defined or approved
part of a Port.
(5.) For prescribing and regulating the inspection and
examination, and the mode time and conditions
of slaughter, of animals in a defined or approved
part of a Port.
(6.) For regulating the disposal of Foreign Animals
when landed, and for the prevention of over
crowding and ill-treatm ent of the same.
(7.) For prescribing and regulating the disposal of Ani
mals not being Foreign Animals, and being in a
defined or approved part of a Port.
(8.) For regulating the removal of carcases, fodder, litter,
utensils, dung or other things whatsoever, into in
or out of a defined or approved p art of a Port, and
the disposal thereof when likely to introduce or
spread disease.
(9.) For prescribing and regulating the cleaning and dis
infecting of a defined or approved p art of a Port,
or of parts thereof.
(10.) For prescribing and regulating the disinfecting or
destruction of things being in a defined or ap
proved part of a Port, or removed thereout.

4

Enforcem ent of

[Ch . 24.]
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(11.) For regulating the movement of persons into or
out of a defined or approved part of a Port.
(12.) For prescribing and regulating the disinfecting of
the clothes of persons employed or being in a :
defined or approved part of a Port, and the use of
precautions against the introduction or spreading
by them of Disease.
(13.) For prescribing and regulating the seizure and de
tention of any Foreign Animal, carcase, fodder,
litter, dung, or other thing whereby Disease may
be introduced or spread.
(14.) Generally, for the better execution of this Law in
relation to Foreign Animals, carcases, fodder, li tt e r y
dung or other things, or for the purpose of in any
manner preventing the introduction or spreading
thereby of Disease.
g—The Constabulary and Rural Police of each District or
area, County, Parish, town or place, shall execute and enforce
this Law, and every order of the Governor in Privy Council.

Pow er of arresting

9 —W here a person is seen or found committing, or is rea
sonably suspected of being engaged in committing, an Offence
against this Law or any Order of the Governor in Privy Coun
cil, a Constable or R ural Policeman may, without Warrant,
stop and detain h im ; and if his name and address are not
known to the Constable or Rural Policeman, and he fails to
give them to the satisfaction of the Constable or Rural Po
liceman, the Constable or Rural Policeman may, without War
rant, apprehend h im ; and the Constable or Rural Policeman
may, whether so stopping or detaining or apprehending the
person or not, stop, detain and examine, any Animal, vehicle,
boat or thing, to which the Offence or suspected Offence re
lates, and require the same to he forthwith taken back to or
into any place or District wherefrom or whereout it was un
lawfully removed, and execute and enforce that requisition.

obstructing persons in execution
o f this Law.

qo—I f any person obstructs or impedes a Constable, Rural
* 1
.
.
Policeman or other Officer, m the execution of this Law or of
an Order of the Governor in Privy Council, or assists in any

C a ttle Contagious D isea se s L a w .
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such o b stru ctio n or im peding, th e C onstable or R u ra l P olice
m a n or Officer m ay, w ith o u t W a rra n t, a p p reh en d th e Offender;
a n d every p erso n ap p reh en d ed u n d e r th is Section sh all be
ta k e n fo rth w ith before a Ju stic e o f th e Peace, o r sh all be re 
leased on recognizances before a n Officer o f Police, according
to th e en actm en ts re la tin g to th e release o f persons in such
case m ade a n d provided.
11—
T he P rovisions o f th e foregoing Section sh all e x te Pnedrs o n s
O fficers.
a n d ap p ly to an y p erso n called by a C onstable, R u ra l P olice
m a n o r o th e r Officer, to his assistance.

a ss is tin g

12—
I n a ll cases w here a C onstable o r o th e r Peace Officer
R ep o rt b y Peace
O fficer t o h is
sh all stop a n y person, an im al, vehicle, b o at or th in g , u n d e r S u p e rio r O fficer, of
c ts u n d e r th is
th e P rovisions o f th is L aw , h e sh all fo rth w ith m ake a R e p o rt aLaw
.
in w ritin g to his su p e rio r Officer o f such case, a n d his proceed
in g s th ereo n .
13— (1.) T he G overnor in P riv y C ouncil m ay fro m tim e to E ffe ct, p u b lic a tio n
tim e a lte r or revoke a n y O rder o f th e G o vernor in aOnrdd erersv oo fc athtioe n , of
G o v e rn o r i n P r iv y
P riv y C ouncil.
C o u n cil.

(2.) E v ery O rder o f th e G overnor in P riv y C ouncil sh all
h ave effect as i f i t h ad been enacted by th is L aw .
(3.) E v ery O rder o f th e G overnor in P riv y C ouncil sh a ll
be p u b lish ed in th e Jam aic a G azette, a n d a copy
o f th e Ja m aic a G azette co n tain in g such a notice
sh all be evidence o f th e O rder as i f th e no tice w ere
th e O rder.
(4.) T he v a lid ity o r effect o f a n O rder o f th e G overnor in
P riv y C ouncil sh all n o t be affected by reason o f a
defect o r irre g u la rity in an y p u b licatio n thereof.
(5.) A ny act o f th e G overnor in P riv y C ouncil u n d e r th is
L aw done oth erw ise th a n by O rder o f th e G over
n o r in P riv y C ouncil sh a ll be sufficiently done an d
signified b y a n in s tru m e n t signed by th e C lerk o f
th e P riv y C o u n c il; a n d ev e ry a c t done a n d sig n i
fied b y a n in s tru m e n t p u rp o rtin g to be so signed
sh a ll be deem ed to h av e b een done b y th e G over
n o r in P riv y C o u n c il; a n d ev ery such in stru m e n t
sh all be received in evidence in a ll C ourts an d p ro -

[C h . 2 4 .]
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Offences.

C a ttle C o n ta g io u s D is e a s e s L a w .

ceedings without proof of the authority or signa
tu re of the Clerk of the Privy Council or other
proof.
14—I f any person without lawful authority or excuse,
proof whereof shall lie on him, does any of the following
things, he shall be guilty of an Offence under this Law :—
(1.) I f he does anything in contravention of this Law or
of any Order of the Governor in Privy Council.
(2.) I f he fails to give, produce, observe or do, any notice,
license, rule or thing, which by this Law or by
an Order of the Governor in Privy Council he is
required to give produce, observe or do.
(3.) I f he does anything which by this Law or by an
Order of the Governor in Privy Council is made or
declared to he not lawful.
(4.) I f he refuses to an Inspector or other Officer acting
in execution of this Law, or of an Order of the
Governor in Privy Council, admission to any land,
buildings, place, vessel, pen, vehicle or boat, which
the Inspector or Officer is entitled to enter or
examine, or obstructs or impedes an Inspector Or
Constable or any other Officer in the execution of
his duty, or assists in any such obstructing or im
peding.

Penalties.'

(5.) I f he throws or places, or causes or suffers to be
throw n or placed, into or in the sea within three
miles of the shore, the carcase of an Animal which
has died of Disease or been slaughtered as diseased
or suspected.
1 5 __i f any person is guilty of an Offence against this Law,
or against any Order of the Governor in Privy Council under
this Law, he shall for every such Offence be liable—
(i) To a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,—or
(ii) I f the Offence is committed w ith respect to more
than four Animals, to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds for each Animal,—or
(iii) W here the Offence is committed in relation to car-

Cattle Contagious Diseases Law.

[C h . 24.]
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cases, fodder, litter, dung or other thing, (exclusive of
Animals,) to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds in
respect of every h alf ton in weight thereof after one
h alf ton, in addition to the first penalty of not exceed
ing twenty pounds.
16—
Proceedings and penalties for Offences against this Law Proceedings for
or any Order of the Governor in Privy Council may be taken pemdties.°f
and recovered summarily before any Court of Summary Juris
diction in the Colony, and all Proceedings under this Law or
under an Order of the Governor in Privy Council shall be sub
ject to Appeal.
17—
The description of an Offence against this Law or an
Order of the Governor in Privy Council in the words of th at Law
or Order, or in sim ilar words, shall be deemed sufficient in law.

Ch»rge>f offences.'

18—
A person charged w i t h an Offence under this Law or
any Order of the Governor in Privy Council may, if he thinks
fit, give evidence on his own behalf.

Accused may give

1 9 — This Law shall come into operation upon such day as Commencement of
the Governor shall notify by Proclamation.
thls Lair‘

JAMAICA—LAW 25 OF 1890.
A Law to provide a Pension f o r Richard Lawncelot Rivett.
\_15th May, 1890.]

W

HEREAS R ichard Launcelot R ivett has from loss of
sight been incapacitated from the perform ance of his
duty as an Inspector of Police, and also from earning a liveli
hood for him self and fam ily :—
And W hereas such incapacity m ig h t' possibly have been
avoided, and the said R ichard Launcelot R ivett’s eyesight
saved, by prom pt medical treatm ent and attention, which u n 
fortunately was not available to him at the commencement
of his attack owing to th e illness of the Governm ent Medical
Officer:—

Pream ble.

Be it enacted by th e Governor and Legislative Council of
Jam aica, as follows :—
1—N otw ithstanding the Provision of the Pension Law, No.
34 of 1885, it shall he law ful for the Treasurer of Jam aica and
he is hereby ordered to pay to R ichard Launcelot R ivett for
the term of his n atu ra l life, on his retirem ent from the Office
of Inspector of Police, from the Revenues of the Island, a
pension a t the ra te of Two H undred Pounds Sterling per
annum , in twelve equal m onthly payments.

P e n sio n of £200 to
be p a id to M r.
R iv e tt.
-lX“aa

*
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JAMAICA—LAW 26 OF 1890.

jjfjf V

A Law to amend Law 11 o f 1867.
[21st May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is desirable to amend Law 11 of 1867, and, Pream ble.
for the more effectual carrying out of the intention of
the said Law, to provide that Apparatus and Appliances im 
ported for the purpose of generating storing or conducting
Electricity, and Machinery or Mechanical contrivances for de
veloping the resources of the Island, shall be admitted free of
Im port D uties:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—
1— This Law and Law 11 of 1867 (a Law for laying a duty To be rea^'m-Ui
.
*
°
v
Law 11 of lo67.
on Imports, Exports, and the Tonnage of Vessels) shall be
taken together and read as one Law.
2— Section 4 of Law 11 of 1867 is hereby amended by Law 11 of 1867,—
...
„
.
_
.
Sec. 4 amended.
adding after the words wire, iron, for fences, wire fencing,
iron standards and also tomb railings,F ree;” the words
“ Apparatus and Appliances used for generating, storing
or conducting, Electricity, Free :—”
“ Machinery of all descriptions for facilitating and improv
ing the products of industry, and for lessening or
superseding labour in connection with agricultural
manufacturing or commercial undertakings, F ree:—”
“ Materials and Trucks for W ire Hope Tramways,
F re e :—”,
“ Type for printing purposes, Free :— "
I t shall be lawful for the Collector General to refund Refund of certain
any amount which shall have been paid since the First day
of October, 1889, by way of Duty on any article which by this
Law is exempted from the payment of Im port Duty.
3—

-• p i
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JAMAICA—LAW 27 OF 1890.
The Jamaica Hotels Laio, 1890.
\2bth April, 1890.]

B

E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows :—

1 —The

Colonial Secretary, on behalf of the Government of
Jamaica, may contract with any Company or Companies ap
proved by the Governor in Privy Council for the erection,
extension or completion, and maintenance, of Hotels in the
Island, on such term s and conditions as may be approved by
the Governor in Privy Council:—

Pream ble.

Pow er to c o n tra c t
w ith Com panies
fo r building,
ex te n d in g or com 
pleting, Hotels.

Provided th at every Hotel contracted to be built, extended
or completed, under this Law shall be completed, if within one
m ile of the boundaries of the Parish of Kingston w ithin nine
m onths, and elsewhere in the Island of Jam aica w ithin twelve
months, after the passing of this Law.
2—Any Company contracting as aforesaid may issue Deben
tures or Certificates, at not less than par value, to the am ount
of the cost of the H otel or Hotels to be erected by it, or the
cost of the extension or completion of any Hotel the exten
sion or completion of which is proposed, the estimates with
plans and specifications being firstapproved by the Governor in
P rivy Council.
Such Debentures or Certificates to bear interest at the rate
of three per centum per annum , and be redeemable within
twenty-five years at the option of the Company :—Provided
always th at the aggregate am ount of Debentures or Certifi
cates to be issued under this Law shall not exceed £150,000
in value.

Issue of
D ebentures.

27.]

The J a m a ic a H otels Late , 1890.

2

Ch .

Guarantee &nd
payment of
Debentures and

g—E very D ebenture and Certificate to be issued under th e
"
.
,
,,
Provisions of this Law shall be countersigned, u n d er th e
a u th o rity of th e G overnor, by th e Treasure** of th e Island ; and
upon such co u n ter-sig n atu re being effected the principal and
in terest of th e D ebentures and Certificates so countersigned
shall be guaranteed by th e G eneral Revenues and Assets of
th e Colony, an d shall be paid b y the T reasurer as they become
due, in th e same m anner as th e principal and in te re st of Island
D ebentures are usually paid.

in te re s t.

T h e in terest on th e D ebentures and Certificates shall be paid
h a lf yearly.
How proceeds of
deaU with**° b°

4—T h e proceeds of a ll D ebentures and Certificates issued
u n d er this Law shall be paid into a Bank in K ingston to th e
credit o f T rustees to be nam ed in th e C ontract, and a ll
m oneys paid out of th e Treasury for th e b uilding and equip
m e n t o f H otels u n d er this Law shall be made u n d er th e hands
of th e Trustees, or any two of them .

Application
thereof.

5 —The proceeds of any D ebenture or C ertificate shall be
.
x
_
j.
*4.
applied exclusively to th e p aym ent ot th e cost oi th e site,
b uilding and equipm ent, o f th e H otel o p H otels in respect of
w hich it was issued.

6 —The T rustees are em pow ered hereby from tim e to tim e
^ pay, o u t of th e proceeds of th e D ebentures or Certificates,
n in e -te n th s of th e sum expended on th e purchase of sites,
erection, extension, com pletion and equipm ent, of H otels or
anv portion th ereo f respectively, on th e C ertificate of th e
Payment or forD irector of Public W orks, u n til th e tim eof th e com pletion of
foitur. Of Reserve. ^
b uilding and its equipm ent, w hen th e sum retain ed shall
be paid to th e Company :—Provided alw ays th a t if th e Hotel
be n o t com pleted and equipped w ithin th e tim e specified in
th e co n tract th e sum retain ed shall be fo.feited and paid over
to th e G eneral Revenues of the Colony.
Payments as
Works progress.

Keeping and audit
of accounts.

So long as any of th e D ebentures or Certificates rem ain
unredeem ed th e Company shall keep a ll p ro p er books of ac
co u n t to th e satisfaction o f the G overnm ent, which books, with
vouchers and a ll docum ents relatin g to the receipts and ex
p en d itu re of any Company co ntracting u n d er this Law, sh all

The J a m n ie a H o te ls L a w , 1S 90.
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be submitted to and be audited by the Auditor General at
intervals of not less than six months, and the Governor shall Nominated
.
_.
Director.
have the power to nominate a Director (not necessarily a
Shareholder) to every such Company.
8— Any Company contracting under this Law mav create £?J™r
cr“ te
"
A "
°
*
rally paid up snares.
and issue fully paid up shares equal in nominal value to the
amount of Debentures or Certificates.
9—The net Revenues derived from any Hotel as ascertained
rf
half-yearly by the Auditor General shall be appropriated as Hotels,
follows :-r1st. To the payment of the interest on the Debentures
or Certificates as it becomes due :—
2 ndly. To re-pay the Government such amounts, if any,
which the Government shall have already paid in
interest upon the Debentures or Certificates;—
3rdly. Tbe remainder shall be vested in two Trustees,
one of whom shall be appointed by the Governor,
for the Redemption of the Debentures and Certificates,
of which sum any portion not exceeding one-half
may, with the consent of the Governor, be appro
priated from time to time to defray any necessary
contingencies.
10—If any Company fail to fulfil the terms of any Contract Power of Gover"
..
nor if Company
entered into under the Provisions of this Law, or fail for three fail to oompiy w ith
consecutive years to pay three per cent, interest upon the De- contrao >8 c'
bentures or Certificates issued by such Company, it shall
be lawful for the Governor, should he see fit, to take posses
sion of the property of such Company on behalf of the De
benture or Certificate Holders, and shall deal with it in such a
manner as shall seem best for their interests.
11— So long as any Debentures or Certificates issued by Government Lion
°
on Property and
any Company under this Law and guaranteed by the Govern- Assets of Company.
ment shall remain unredeemed, the Government shall have
a preferential lien upon all the property and assets of such
Company.
12— All building materials and furniture imported into Exem ption from
°
.
Im port D uty.
the Island for the building and equipment of Hotels contracted to be built under the Provisions of this Law shall be
free of Import Duty.

4
8Ump>Dutj£r°m

Definitional
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The Jamaica Hotels Law, 1890.

8tamp Duty shall be payable on any Debenture,
Certificate, Contract, Lease, or other like document executed or
issued to carry out the Provisions of this Law.
14—In this Law
The expression “ Governor” includes any Officer at any
time Administering the Government of this Island.
The expression “ Colonial Secretary” includes any Officer
filling the office of Colonial Secretary.
The expression “ Equipment” means the furniture and
fixtures used in the furnishing and fitting up of Hotels.

JAMAICA—LAW 28 OF 1890,

OaaaJ)

A Law to amend Law 27 o f 1869 ( The Souse Tax LawJ.
[23rd May, 1890.]
E
it
enacted
by
the
Governor
and
the
Legislative Council
B
of Jamaica, as follows:—

Ul
£-/ v p q r V

P re a m b i .

1—Section 1 of Law 27 of 1869 is hereby repealed, except- Law27 of 1869—.
ing the Proviso contained therein as to tenants at will j but such Se0t10111 ep6al<J<*
Repeal shall not relieve any person from any liability which
he has incurred thereunder previous to the passing of this
Law.
2—On and after the first day of August, one thousand eight p00r Rat< altered,
hundred and ninety, and in each succeeding year, there shall
be granted and raised, by way of Poor Rate, for the purposes of
Law 5 of 1868 as amended by Law'7 of 1886, the Taxes or
Duties following, that is to say,—
On every House of the annual value of four pounds or
upwards—a Tax or Duty after the rate of one shilling
and sixpence in the pound of such annual value:—
On every House under the annual value of Pour-pounds
on a provision ground occupied occasionally, where the
occupier has a permanent residence elsewhere on which
he pays Taxes,—two s h i l l i n g s ,
On every other House (not being a dwelling appropriated
to indentured Immigrants on any plantation, estate,
pen or agricultural property, nor a house, barracks,
or other building provided for the accommodation of
labourers in accordance with Law 15 of 1882),—a Tax
or Duty of four shillings.

A Law to amend Law 87 of 1869. ■

2
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Law 5 of 1868,
Section 4 amended.

3— The word “ four” shall be substituted for the word
“ eight” in Section 4 of Law 5 of 1868.

Incorporation of
Laws.

4— Laws 6 of 1868, 27 of 1869,1 of 1876, 15 of 1882 and 7
of 1886 are incorporated with this Law, and shall, with this
Law, be read together as one Law.

Commencement of
Law.

5— This Law shall come into operation on the first day of
August, 1890.

JAMAICA—LAW 29 OF 1890. tity -w ?7
Agricultural Produce Dealers Law.
\28rd May, 1890.]
HEREAS it is expedient to regulate the purchase and preamble,
sale of Certain articles of Agricultural Produce :—

W

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows
1—In this Law, except when the subject matter or context
requires a different construction,—
The word “ Premises” includes any house, shop, depot,
wharf, building or place, in or at which Agricultural
Produce is purchased or sold, and any yard, or open or
enclosed land appurtenant thereto, or used or occupied
therewith.
“ Dealer” shall mean any person holding a current
License under this Law.

Definitions,

“ Agricultural Produce” shall mean any of the kinds of
Produce mentioned in the Second Schedule to this
Law appended.
2—Every person carrying on the trade or business of buy- A gricultural Proing and selling Agricultural Produce shall he required to iiceJaSL*™ tob°
take out a License under this Law :—Provided that any person
who before the passing of this Law shall have taken out a
License under Law 32 of 1889 shall, during the present year,
he deemed to be a Licensed Produce Dealer.
3—From and after the passing of this Law, any person not R estrictions as to
being a licensed Produce Dealer who, for the purpose of SotoSprodn^"
trading in the same, shall purchase at any one time Agricul
tural Produce to the value of less than twenty-five pounds

2
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sterling,—and any person who, for the purpose of trading in
the same, shall at any time, except between the hours of six
in the morning and seven in the evening, purchase and take
delivery of Agricultural Produce,—shall be guilty of an
Offence under this Law.
'Where and how
Agricultural Dealer
may buy or sell
Agricultural P ro
duce.

License,—Form of.
How transferable.

License,—Applica
tio n for, and preli
minary requisites.

4—
Any Licensed Produce Dealer may personally purchase
or sell Agricultural Produce in any place other than a
public road, street, lane or track, or land adjoining thereto,
and personally or by any person in his immediate.regular
employment purchase and sell Agricultural Produce on Pre
mises specified in his License.
Such License shall be in the Form given in the First Sche
dule to this Law, and shall be transferable from person to
person and from place to place, subject to the approval of the
Resident Magistrate.
A separate License shall be necessary for each separate
Premises used by a Licensed Produce Dealer for the purchase
and sale of Agricultural Produce
5—
In each Parish, each person desiring a License under
this Law shall, before the sitting of the Residant Magistrate’s
Court at which his application is to be considered, deposit
with the Collector or Assistant Collector of Taxes of the
Parish the sum of Forty Shillings, and obtain from such Col
lector or Assistant Collector a Receipt for the amount depo
sited, which Receipt shall be produced for inspection at such
sitting of the Resident Magistrate’s Court.
Each Applicant shall also cause to be delivered to the Clerk
of the Courts an application in writing for the License, stating
his name and residence in full, and the particular Premises
for which the same is desired ; and each person intending to
apply for a License under this Law shall, ten days at least
before the sitting of the Resident Magistrate’s Court at which
his application is to be considered, give Notice in writing of
such intention to the Inspector or other Chief Police Officer
of the Parish in which his application is to be made, and shall
set forth in such Notice —
(a.) his name, address and occupation,—

A g ric u ltu ra l P roduce D ealers L aw .
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(5.) the situation of the Premises in which he proposes
to buy and sell Agricultural Produce,—
(c.) that there is not any unsatisfied Judgment against
him in any Court of Judicature of this Island for
misapplying or not accounting for moneys entrusted
to him for the purpose of enabling him to purchase
Agricultural Produce, -(d.) the names and addresses of three or more respect
able Householders to whom he is known ; —
and such Inspector or other Chief Police Officer shall make
such inquiries as he may deem necessary, and shall endorse
on each Notice the result of his inquiries into the character
of the Applicant, and the correctness of the statements in the
said Notice, and shall forward such Notice, so endorsed, to the
Clerk, to be laid before the Resident Magistrate at the sitting
of the Court at which the application is to be considered ; and
in every case in which his Report is unfavourable to an Ap
plicant the Inspector or other Chief Police Officer shall, if
required by the Resident Magistrate, attend and afford such
oral information on oath as may be required.
Any person who shall wilfully make any false statement
in the Notice required to be given to the Inspector or other
Chief Police Officer shall be guilty of an Offence under this
p,aw;_Provided that any Licensed Produce Dealer may have
his License renewed from year to year on the payment
of Forty Shillings to the Collector of Taxes of his Parish,
and without complying with the Forms prescribed in the case
of a person applying for a License, unless the Inspector or
other Chief Police Officer can satisfy the Magistrate that the
person claiming to have his License renewed is an improper
person to be Licensed.
g_I’he Resident Magistrate shall openly hear, consider
and deal with, all such applications prfesented as aforesaid.
In every case in which the Resident Magistrate shall grant
an application the Clerk shall issue a License in accordance
with the First Schedule h e r e t o P r o v i d e d always that any
person who has been or shall be convicted of larceny or em
bezzlement, or of receiving stolen property knowing it to have

Hearing of Appli
cations for
Licenses.
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been stolen, or who has any unsatisfied judgment against him
in any Court of Judicature of this Island for misapplying or
not accounting for moneys entrusted to him for the purchase
of Agricultural Produce, shall he incapable of obtaining or
holding a License under this Law, and any License thereafter
obtained or used by such person shall be null and void to all
intents and purposes.
Certificate of
refusal.

7—
In every case in which an application for a License
under this Law is refused the Clerk shall give to the Appli
cant a Certificate in writing of such refusal.

Notification and
publication as to
Persons licensed.

8—
Every Clerk who shall issue any License under this Law
shall forthwith notify the same to the Inspector of Constabu
lary of the Parish, and also to the Collector General, who
shall cause the name and address of the person licensed to
be published in the Gazette.
The production of a copy of the Gazette containing any
such Notification shall be prima facie proof that the person
whose name appears therein is duly licensed under this Law
for the current year.
The Inspector of Constabulary shall cause to be posted up
at each Court House and at each Police Station in his Parish
a List of all persons licensed under this Law in such Parish.

Application of
License fees.

9—
All moneys received by Collectors or Assistant Collec
tors of Taxes under this Law shall be paid over to the Paro
chial Treasury, to the Credit of the Road Fund of the Parish
in which the License is granted; and in every case in which
a License shall be refused the sum of Forty Shillings de
posited therefor shall forthwith, on application and on pro
duction of a Certificate from the Clerk of the Courts that the
License has been refused, be refunded in each Parish (except
Kingston and St. Andrew) by the Parochial Treasurer of the
Parish in which the License was refused, and in Kingston
and St. Andrew by the Collector of Taxes, to the party who
deposited the said sum of Forty Shillings.

Forfeiture of
Licenses.

10—
Any Licensed Produce Dealer who shall be convicted of
larceny or embezzlement, or of receiving any stolen property

Agricultural Produce Dealers Law.
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knowing that such property has been stolen, shall forfeit his
License.
D uration of
11—
Every license which shall be granted under this Law
License.
shall (unless forfeited as herein provided) continue in force
from the date thereof until the then next succeeding first day
of January; and every License granted under this Law in
the month of December in any year may, at the request of
the Applicant therefor, bear date the first day of January
then next.
Notification to
12—
Every Licensed Produce Dealer shall afiix, on some
be posted up on
conspicuous and public part of the Premises specified in his Licensed Premises
License, a board, whereon shall be printed in letters of not
less than one inch in length—

His name in full,-j-}o
The number of the License,^—
and the words “Licensed to deal in Agricultural Produce.”
Records of|pur13—
Every Licensed Produce Dealer shall keep a Book
chases of Agricul
tural Produce.
wherein he shall record daily—
The name and address of each person from whom he pur
chases Agricultural Produce,—
The description of such Produce,—
The weight number or quantity thereof,—
The price paid therefor ;
and such Book shall be open at all times to inspection by the
Inspector of Constabulary of the Parish, or any Officer of the
Constabulary Porce authorised in writing by the Inspector
General of Police, provided that such Inspector or other
Officer shall not use the information so obtained except for
the purposes of the administration of justice.

14—
Every Licensed Produce Dealer who shall neglect Offences*
to
keep any such Book as required by Section 13 hereof, or
with intent to deceive shall make any false entries in any
such Book, or omit to make any of the entries therein re
quired by the said Section, and any person selling Agricul
tural Produce who shall give a false name and address, shall
he guilty of an Offence under this Law.

[Ch . 29.]
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ig—Any person exposing for sale on any public road,
street, lane or track, or land adjoining thereto respectively,
any article of Produce enumerated in the Second Schedule
to this Law shall he guilty of an Offence under this Law.
16—All Offences under this Law shall he tried in a sum
mary manner before the Resident Magistrate for the Parish
in which the same shall he committed, and shall subject the
Offender to a fine or penalty not exceeding Twenty Pounds,
and in default of payment to imprisonment, with or without
hard labour, for any period not exceeding three months where
the penalty exceeds Ten Pounds, and not exceeding one
month in all other cases.
17—
In any proceedings taken under this Law, proof of any
License shall lie on the person accused; and if proof he given
of the delivery to any person of any of the articles of Agri
cultural Produce mentioned in the Second Schedule hereto,
such proof of delivery shall be primd facie evidence of the
sale to him thereof.
18—
Any penalty recovered under this Law shall be paid
direct into the Parochial Treasury to the credit of the Road
Fund of the Parish '.—Provided that if the Resident Magis
trate so direct one moiety shall he paid to the informer.
19—Law 32 of 1889, The Agricultural Produce Buyers Law,
is hereby repealed.
FIR ST SCHEDULE.

F irst Schedule.

License Form.

FORM OF LICEN SE.

The Agricultural Produce Dealers Law, 1890.
No.

Parish of

This is to certify that at a sitting of the Resident Magistrate’s
Court for the Parish of
held at
on the
day of
A.B. of
was licensed
to purchase and sell Agricultural Produce at [insert town,
street and number, or such, other description of the property as

Agricultural Produce Dealers Law.
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shall serve for the purposes o f identification] in this Parish
under and in accordance with the Provisions of the above
Law.
This License expires on the

day of

18
Clerk o f the Courts fo r the Parish o f
SECOND SCHEDULE.

Coifee.
Pimento.
Ginger.
Bunches of Bananas.
Dyewoods.
Cacao.
Arrowroot in the root.

Second Schedule.
■Jtm u
Articles of Agricul
tural Produce.
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The Mountain and River Reserves Law, 1889, Amendment
Law, 1890.
[30th April, 1890.~\
HEREAS it is desirable to amend Law 37 of 1889, (The
Mountain and River Reserves Law, 1889):—

W

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows:—
1—Section 5 of Law 37 of 1889 is hereby amended by add
ing to it the words:—

Law 37 of 1889,
Section 5 amended.

“ Provided that all such Mountain Reserves when so
“ fixed and determined shall be proclaimed by the Go“ vernor in Privy Council to he Mountain Reserves within
“ the meaning of this Law.”
2—Law 37 of 1889 is also amended by adding after Section
13 the following Clause:—
“ Any Owner of Land forming part of a Mountain or
“ River Reserve shall be compensated out of the General
“ Revenues and Assets of the Island for any loss, detri“ ment or other injury, which he may sustain under the
1 Provisions of this Law, such Compensation to be assessed
“ in the manner prescribed under the Lands Clauses Law,
“ No. 26 of 1872, where Land is compulsorily acquired
“ for public purposes.”

C om pensation to
Owners of M oun
tain and River
Reserves.

2
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Law 37 of 1889,
Schedule A
amended.

3—Schedule A of the said Law is hereby repealed and the
following substituted for i t :—
“
“
“
“
“
“

“ East of the Bio Minho from the Sea at its mouth to
Savoy Estate, Clarendon, and of the Main Boad from
that point through Cave Valley and Brown’s Town to Dry
Harbour,—the portions of Mountains reserved under
the Provisions of Sections of Law 37 of 1889, as amended
by Section 1 of this Law, being not less than 3,500 feet
above the Sea level:—

“ West of the said Lines,—the portions of Mountains
“ reserved under the Provisions of the afore-mentioned
“ Sections being not less than 2,000 feet above the Sea
“ level.”

* w ^

^

_

Qm m )
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The Kingston Improvements Law.
[21st May, 1890.']
HEREAS the Reconstruction of the Streets of Kingston
provided for by Law 4 of 1883 was discontinued owing
to the plans, estimates and specifications, authorized by that
Law having proved to be imperfect, incomplete and otherwise
defective :—

Preamble.

And Whereas it is expedient that an efficient system of
Sewerage and of disposal of the Sewage of the City be con
structed, and that thereafter the Streets he properly and well
drained and reconstructed :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council, as
follows :—
1—In the construction of this Law and of the Laws incorporated herewith as hereinafter provided,—

Definitions,

“ Kingston" means and includes the City of Kingston as
defined by Law 20 of 1870, and all the lands in the Parish of
Kingston;—

Kingston,

“ Streets” includes public roads and thoroughfares, unen-r
closed public spaces, Lanes, Alleys, Bridges, and the lands be
tween any such and the boundary lines of the adjoining pro
perties.

stre ets,

“ Street Authority” includes the Commissioners of H i g h r
ways and Bridges for the Parish of Kingston under the Act

s tre e t Authority,

2v 4
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25 Victoria, Chapter 18, and the Parochial Road Commissioner
for the Parish of Kingston j-sffsS
The Governor.

“ The Governor” means the Officer for the time being ad
ministering the Government of Jamaica ;—

The Treasurer.

“ The Treasurer’’ means the Officer for the time being hold
ing the Office or exercising the functions of Treasurer for
Jam aica;—

Prom oters of the
U ndertaking.

The “ Promoters of the Undertaking” means the Managing
Commissioner ;—

Commissioners.

“ Commissioners” means the Commissioners appointed by
Section 4 of this Law r a H

M anaging
Commissioner.

“ Managing Commissioner” means the Managing Commis
sioner appointed under Section 5 of this Law

The U ndertaking.

“ The Undertaking” and the “ Works” include the Sewerage
of Kingston, the repairs improvement and reconstruction of
the Streets of Kingston, and the making provision for the
drainage of Kingston under this Law, and the Undertaking and
Works under this Law, authorised to be executed;— •

A C ourt of
Summ ary
Jurisdiction.

“ A Court of Summary Jurisdiction” means a Court of two
Justices of the Peace or of any Judge or Magistrate exercising
the powers of two Justices of the Peace.

Sewage.

“ Sewage” means and includes the wastes of animal life
the refuse of any process of art, science or manufacture, if in
a liquid state or admixed with water or other liquid, and water
polluted and rendered noxious by such wastes or by such re
fuse, or by both.

Sewer.

Sewerage.

Law*4 of 1883
repealed.

“ Sewer” means any culvert, drain or pipe, intended or used
for the conveyance of Sewage.
“ Sew erage” shall mean the System of Sewers and their ac
cessories, by which the Sewage of Kingston or of any specified
part thereof is or is intended to be conveyed.
2—Law 4 of 1883 is hereby repealed; but the rights of the
holders of Debentures under that Law shall not be affected
by such Repeal, but shall become rights under this Law as
hereinafter provided.

K in g sto n Im pro vem en ts Lom.
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Transfer of F u n d
3—
The moneys securities and other assets standing to the
under th a t Law.
credit of the Redemption Fund constituted by Section 25 of
Law 4 of 1883, and all debts due to that Fund at the date of
the passing of this Law, shall be transferred by the Treasurer
to the credit of the Redemption Fund hereinafter constituted
for the purposes of this Law.
C onstitution
4—
Nine persons, not more than three of whom may be Go
Commission.
vernm ent Officials, and three of whom must be residents of
Kingston, to be severally appointed from time to time by the
Governor as occasion shall arise, shall be Commissioners, of
whom four shall be a Quorum, for carrying out under the
Orders of the Governor the objects and Provisions of this
Law : and such Commissioners shall be styled" The Kingston
Improvement Commissioners,” and may sue and be sued by
that name.

of

I t shall be lawful for the Governor to remove any Com
missioner, and to supply any vacancy which may occur by
resignation, removal, death or otherwise, and also from time
to time to appoint some person to be a Commissioner d uring
the absence from the Island, illness or other incapacity, of
any Commissioner.
A ppointm ent and
5—
I t shall be lawful for the Commissioners, with the ap
salary of M anaging
proval of the Governor, to appoint one of their number to be Commissioner.
the Managing Commissioner, and to pay him such salary, not
exceeding two hundred pounds per annum, as the Governor
shall approve.
E xem ption of
6—
The Commissioners and each of them shall be exempt
C o m m issioners
from all personal responsibility in respect of any act or omis from responsibility
sion of them or any of them as such Commissioners; and any
sums of money, damages or costs, which may be recovered
against them or any of them for any contract, act or omis
sion, as such Commissioners shall he paid, with the sanction
of the Governor, out of the money standing to the credit of
the Commissioners.

7—The following Laws are, for the purposes of this Law, Laws inc°rP°rated.
incorporated herein and to be read herewith, except in so
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far as the same are not material for any such purpose, or are
in any way modified by this Law, that is to say :jl|BS
(a.) The Tax Collection Law, 1867, and all Laws for the
time being in force amending or in aid of the same, or
substituted therefor:—
(6.) The License and Registration Duties Law, 1867, and
all Laws for the time being in force amending or in
aid of the same, or substituted therefor:
(c.) The Lands Clauses Law, 1872, except Sections 10, II,
15, 16, 67, 68, 84, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 101, 104, 105
and 106, so far as Section 106 relates to the deduction
of a percentage from money paid into the Treasury
under this Law, and except so far as the said Law is
varied by, or is inconsistent with, the Provisions of
this Law.
(d.) Law 13 of 1868, except Section 7.
Plans, Specifi
cations and
Estimates for
Sewerage

and Reconstruc
tion of Streets.

Approval thereof.

Powers of the
Commissioners.

8—
The Commissioners shall prepare or cause to be prepared
plans, specifications and estimates, for the Sewerage of King
ston, and for the disposal of the Sewage either by discharg
ing it into the sea beyond the limits of the Parish of King
ston, or by utilising it for irrigation.
The Commissioners shall also prepare or cause to be pre
pared plans, specifications and estimates, for the improvement
.drainage and reconstruction, of the several Streets.
The Commissioners shall submit such plans, specifications
and estimates, when prepared to their satisfaction, to the
Governor for consideration and approval in Privy Council, and
they shall make or cause to be made in such plans, specifica
tions and estimates, such modifications and alterations as the
Governor in Privy Council may at any time direct, and shall
submit such modified or altered plans for like approval by
the Governor in Privy Council.
9— I t shall be lawful for the Commissioners,—
(a.) To cause underground main and branch Sewers to he
constructed under all or any of the Streets of King-

K ingston Im p ro vem en ts L aw .
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ston, and under, through, over or upon, lands to be ac
quired for that purpose in the Parishes of Kingston and
St. Andrew or either of them, in accordance with the
plans, specifications and estimates, approved by the Go
vernor in Privy Council a§ provided by Section 8, and
to cause the Sewage of Kingston to be conducted into
and conveyed along such Sewers to such place or places
as the Governor in Privy Council may approve, there
to be discharged therefrom and disposed of as the Go
vernor in Privy Council may approve
Provided that
such parts only of the Works shall be undertaken as
the Governor shall from time to time authorize by
writing under his hand,—
(5.) To make connecting Sewers from the said main and
branch Sewers, or any of them, up to the limit of the
several premises abutting on such Streets.
(o.) To enter on any premises as last aforesaid and ex
amine the same, and make such excavations as may be
necessary, to determine the most suitable position for
any such connecting Sewer as aforesaid.
(d.) To cause all or any of the Streets of Kingston to be
improved, drained and reconstructed, in accordance
with the plans, specifications and estimates, approved
by the Governor in Privy Council as provided by Sec
tion 8
Provided that such parts only of the Works
shall be undertaken as the Governor shall from time
to time authorize by writing under his hand.
(e.) For any of the purposes aforesaid
surface of the Streets, or any of them,
close the whole or any parts of any
against wheeled traffic and horsekind
as may be necessary.

to break up the
and temporarily
Street or Streets
for such period

(f.) To remove, fill up or effectually cover over, such
cesspits in the Streets of Kingston as they may deem it
proper to close.
(p.) To equalize the width and height of the several

5
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causeways or piazzas in the said Streets, and to restorethe original width of the said Streets respectively, and
to make the same available to the extent of such width
for general and convenient use as public thoroughfares,
and for such purposes to remove, destroy, alter, divert,
stop up or abate, any stairs, steps, enclosures, posts,
piles or other encroachments, obstructions, projections,
materials and things, or such part or parts thereof re
spectively as shall; in the judgment of the Commis
sioners, be deemed necessary or desirable to remove,
destroy, alter, divert or abate, for the purposes of this
Law.—the Commissioners erecting or providing such
other steps or stairs as they in their j udgment shall
deem suitable and proper in the stead of any steps or
stairs which may be so removed or stopped up, and
which are shewn to the satisfaction of the Commission
ers to have been erected by permission of the Street
Authority, or to have been erected for more than
twelve years, and underpinning any walls or erections
which, in consequence of any of the Works, may be
left without proper support:—Provided always that
wherever any enclosure, stairs, steps, posts or other
encroachments, shall have been erected and enjoyed
by the Owner of any land, house or building, for twelve
years or more, or with the express consent of the Local
Authority in Kingston, the Owner thereof shall be en
titled to the same compensation as if he had been the
legal Owner of the same.
(h.) To cause such drains, culverts, pipes, gratings and
water-tables, to be constructed, and such parts of the
said Streets respectively to be laid out for carriage ways,
and such parts thereof for foot passengers, as they may
deem fit and requisite.
(i.) To enter upon, acquire and take, any land, or any
right of user or enjoyment, right of way or other
right or easement, of, out of, over, upon, under or in
connection with, any land belonging to the City, or any
person, and to make and complete and keep in repair
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and good order from time to time, on such land, such
Works as may be requisite for the Sewerage of King
ston, the disposal of the Sewage, and the drainage of the
rain and other waters of Kingston.
(/.) To enter upon, acquire and take, such lands as may
be necessary for the purpose of widening, improving
or altering, any Street in accordance with the plans,
specifications and estimates aforesaid, or as the same may
be hereafter from time to time modified or altered as
aforesaid.
{k.) To prohibit and prevent, permanently or temporarily,
or to regulate and prescribe, the outlet of surplus and
other waters from houses and landed property into
or upon the Streets of Kingston, or into or upon any
Sewer, drain or water table, in or under the same, or
any portions of such Streets, Sewers, drains or water
tables.
{1.) To employ and dismiss such engineers, superinten
dents, officers, tradesmen, labourers and workmen,
and to prescribe for them such duties, and invest them
with such powers and authorities, and to assign to them
such salaries or wages, and to enter into such contracts
in or about the Works, or any part thereof, as may be
deemed necessary or expedient.
10—(i) In respect of all premises abutting on a ny Street, or
within one hundred feet from any connecting Sewer con
structed as provided by Sub-section (6.) of Section 9 hereof, the
Commissioners may require a covered pipe or a branch drain,
of such materials, of such size, at such level, and with such
fall, as may be necessary and as may be approved of as afore
said, to be constructed from any such house or building upon
such premises to such connecting Sewer for the purpose of
conveying the Sewage therefrom to the main or branch Sewer
laid along the adjoining Street as aforesaid.
(2)
The Commissioners may also require one or more pipes
or branch drains, covered or uncovered, and of such materials,
of such size, and at such levels and with such fall, as they think
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necessary for the drainage of all water (other than Sewage)
from off such premises as aforesaid, to be laid or constructed
from such premises to the nearest watertahle or other drain
provided for the drainage of any Street.
(3) The Commissioners may also require the Owner of any
land abutting on any Street, if the surface of the ground
in such land shall be above the level after reconstruc
tion of the Street, at the boundary line between the said
Street and the said land, either to construct within his
own land a good and durable retaining wall to uphold the soil,
or to cut down and remove the soil to such an extent as may
be necessary to prevent its breaking away and falling on to
any part of the said Street.
(4) Notices of what is in each of the cases aforesaid so re
quired, signed by the Managing Commissioner, shall be de
livered to the Owner or occupier of the land, house or building,
to which it relates, or be posted up conspicuously thereon.
(5) Unless any such Notice is complied with within the time
thereby limited, which shall not he less than fourteen days
after such Notice shall have been so delivered or posted up
as aforesaid, the Commissioners may, without further Notice,
proceed to lay such pipe, or construct such drain, or to re
move, alter or complete, any pipe or drain already commenced
to be laid or constructed, or build up such retaining wall or re
move such soil, or do both ; and the expenses incurred by them
in respect thereof, if not forthwith paid by the Owner or
landlord, occupier or tenant, of such land, house or building,
shall be defrayed in the first instance out of the Fund to the
credit of the Commissioners.
(6) Every such pipe or branch drain required to be con
structed under this Section shall he furnished by the per
son to whom it belongs with such approved traps, coverings,
means of ventilation and other accessories, as the Commis
sioners shall in each case prescribe.
Every inlet to any pipe or drain connected with a Sewer
shall he protected against the entry of any rain water draining
off the roofs of buildings, or off any yard or land.
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11 All such branch drains and pipes shall he under the
survey and control of the Commissioners, and shall be altered,
repaired and kept in proper order, at the cost of the Owner
or Landlord of the land, house or building, to which they
belong, or for the use of which they are constructed or con
tinued, and if the Owner and Landlord, occupier and tenant,
of any such land, house or building, neglect, during fourteen
days after notice in writing for that purpose has been deli
vered as aforesaid or posted conspicuously as aforesaid, to alter,
repair and put into good order, in the manner required by
the Commissioners, any pipe or drain connected with such
land, house or building, the Commissioners may cause such
drain or pipe to be altered, repaired and put in order, and the
expenses incurred by the Commissioners in respect thereof
shall be paid in the first instance out of the Fund to the credit
of the Commissioners.

Control and repair
of connecting pipes
and branch drains.
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12—All expenses incurred by the Commissioners, either for
the original construction or laying of any branch drain or
pipe, or for any alteration, repair or making good, of the
same under Section 10 or Section 11 of this Law, shall be
repaid to the Commissioners by the Owner -or Landlord of the
land, house or building, to which such drain or pipe belongs, or
for the use of which the same is constructed orcontinued,or by
the occupier or tenant on his behalf, within seven days after
demand made for the same, signed by the Managing Commis
sioner, and served on such Owner or Landlord, occupier or
tenant, either personally or by posting the same up conspi
cuously thereon; and in case the said expenses shall not be
repaid accordingly, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners
to recover the same by action of debt against either of the
persons served as aforesaid, or at their option to issue their
Warrant, directed to their bailiff, authorising him to levy the
amount, with all costs, by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels for the time being on the premises aforesaid;—Pro
vided that any moneys paid in respect thereof to the Com
missioners by any tenant may be recovered by such tenant
from his Landlord, or retained as against any rent due or
growing due.

Expenses
connected w ith
pipes or branoh
drains, their
payment and
enforcement.

JO
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Pow er to acquire
land, &c.

13—The Commissioners may acquire land and heredita
ments, and rights and easements in, upon, over or under, lands
for the purposes of this Law, and, if such disposal he sanctioned
by the Governor in Privy Council, for the purpose of dis
charging thereon, for irrigation, sewage conveyed along such
main Sewers or pipes as aforesaid.
All lands, hereditaments, rights and easements, so acquired
shall be conveyed to or vested in the Colonial Secretary of
Jamaica.
Any superfluous lands may he sold by the Commissioners,
and shall he conveyed by the Colonial Secretary to such
persons and in such manner as the Commissioners may direct.

Kingston Improvements Lau>.

14—I t shall he lawful for the Governor in Privy Council,
when the said Sewerage Works are completed either alto
gether or in some portion or portions of Kingston by Order
to be published in the Jamaica Gazette, to declare that such
Sewerage Works are completed as aforesaid; and after publi
cation of the said Order it shall be unlawful for the occupier
of any house or premises within such portion or portions of
the City as aforesaid to allow any Sewage to flow, or to be de
posited or thrown, from such premises or any part thereof,
either into the Streets, or into any cesspit or other receptacle,
either within such premises or elsewhere than by the con
necting Sewer from such house or premises into the main
Sewer or pipe provided by this Law.
im proper flow or
1 5 —The occupier of any house or premises as aforesaid from
Penalty.0 ewsse' which any Sewage is allowed to flow, or is deposited or thrown,
contrary to the Provisions of the preceding Section shall be
guilty of an Offence against this Law, and shall be liable on
conviction thereof before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction to
a penalty not exceeding liv e Pounds.
W ater closets.
16—After the publication of any such Order as aforesaid
every house within the portion or portions of the City within
which the said Works are declared to he completed shall be
furnished with one or more Water-closets, which shall he
connected with the main Sewer and shall be of construction
approved by the Commissioners.
Completion of
Sewerage Works.

K in gston Im provem en ts L aw .
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17—
Every such Water-closet as aforesaid shall be subject
W ater closets
be subject to
to inspection by the Health Officer and Inspector of Nuisances, inspection.
and any other Officer appointed by the City Authorities, and
shall be kept in proper order.

11

to

Cesspits and
18—
So soon as any house within the said City is furnished
privies to be filled
with proper drains and pipes connecting the same with the up.
main Sewers constructed under this Law, and provided with
an approved Water-closet in accordance with this Law, any
privy or cesspit existing on the Premises shall be filled up or
effectually covered over, to the satisfaction of the Commis
sioners, by or at the expense of the Owner of the said house
or premises.
Power
remove .
19—
The Commissioners shall cafise to be taken away,certain
if toprojections
they think proper, any foundation, pillar, post or other pro in Streets w ithout
compensation.
jection, which may interfere with the true alignment of any
Street, the same not being used as a support to any building
or to any roof, without awarding any Compensation to the
Owner, although such foundation, pillar, post or projection,
may have been in existence over twenty years ; and in no
case whatever shall any Owner or other person be permitted
to rebuild on such foundation, pillar, post or projection, with
out the sanction of the Commissioners.
20—
The Commissioners shall, by advertisement in the Ja
 as to
Notices
interruption of
maica Gazette, give at least seven days’ previous Notice of the traffic, and
date on which it is intended, to interrupt the traffic in any re-opening Streets.
Street, or any portions thereof, and shall, by a like advertise
ment, notify the date of the re-opening of the said Street, or
such portion thereof.
In the interval between such Notices the Street Authority
shall cease to exercise any authority and to perform any du
ties with respect to such Street, or such portion thereof as
aforesaid, and such authority shall vest in the Commissioners.
Pow er to lay down
21—
The Commissioners may lay down, maintain and work,
Tramways.
such Tramways or other Ways on any Street in Kingston, or on
any Main or Parochial Road in the Parish of St. Andrew, or on
any land acquired by the Commissioners for carrying out the
purposes of this Law
Provided that such Tramway or other

12
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Ways shall be laid and worked in such manner as shall be
approved of by the Street Authority in the case of a Street, or
by the Director of Public Works in the case of a Main Road,
or by the Parochial Road Commissioners in the case of a Paro
chial Road.
Power to make
Regulations.

22—
The Commissioners may from time to time make Regu
lations—
Por the guidance of their proceedings, and
For the control and superintendence of the persons em
ployed by them, and
For carrying into effect and enforcing the several
powers conferred on them by this Law, and
Generally for carrying out the Provisions of this Law,
and may from time to time add to, rescind, modify and vary,
any Regulations in force hereunder.

Approval thereof.

All Regulations, and all rescissions modifications and alter
ations thereof, and additions thereto, shall be subject to the
approval of the Governor in Privy Council, who may approve
or disapprove of the same, with or without modification, addi
tion or alteration.

Publication
thereof.

The several Regulations, as approved by the Governor in
Privy Council, shall be respectively published or notified in
such general or special manner, and either generally or to
special persons, as the Governor may direct
Provided that
in any proceedings for the breach of any Regulation it shall
not he necessary to prove that the same has been approved,
published or notified, or directed to be published or notified
as aforesaid.

Transfer of W orks
when complete.

23—
Upon the Works or any part thereof being declared to
be completed as hereinbefore provided by Section 14, the cus
tody of such Works, or of such part thereof, shall thereon be
transferred from the Commissioners to the Mayor and Council
of Kingston.
The Mayor and Council shall make proper provision for
the care, inspection, maintenance, repair, working and man
agement, of such Works, and the expenditure incidental thereto

D uty of City
Council thereon.
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shall, unless otherwise specially provided for, be paid out of
the Parochial Road Pund of the Parish of Kingston.
Reimbursement
24—
The Treasurer shall, out of the General Revenue and
to City Council
Assets of the Island, on the W arrant of the Governor, from of certain expenses
time to time pay or reimburse to the Mayor and Council the
net cost, after deducting any revenue derived from the Under
taking as certified by the Auditor General, of maintaining,
repairing, working and managing, that portion of the main
Sewers and their accessories, and of the Works for the dis
posal of the Sewage, as shall lie to the eastward of Paradise
Street on the one hand, or to the westward of West Street
on the other hand.

FIN A N CIA L.

25—
The Governor may from time to time, by the issuePower
in to raise
£140,000.
England of Inscribed Stock under the Provisions of the In 
scribed Stock Law, 1885, or by the issue, either in England
or in Jamaica, of Debentures under this Law, or partly in one
way and partly in the other, raise any sum or sums not exceeding
in the aggregate' One hundred and Forty thousand Pounds for
the purposes of this Law.
The principal moneys and interest secured under this Law Guarantees for
repaym ent with
are hereby charged upon and guaranteed by, and shall be pay interest.
able out of, the proceeds of the Revenues and Funds appropri
ated by this Law for that purpose as hereinafter provided,
and are hereby further guaranteed by and shall, if necessary,
be in whole or in part payable out of the General Revenues
and Assets of the Island of Jamaica.
of Deben
26—
Every Debenture issued under this Law shall he forAtumre
aount
and in te re st.
sum not less than twenty-five pounds sterling, and shall bear
interest at a rate not exceeding four per centum per annum,
payable half-yearly.
Issue jof Deben
27—
The Debentures when issued in England shall be issued
tures,—by whom,
in London, on behalf of the Government of Jamaica, by the
Crown Agents for the Colonies, (in this Law referred to as
the Crown Agents,) and shall be signed by them in that be
half, and when issued in Jamaica shall be signed by the

14
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Colonial Secretary, and be countersigned by the Treasurer of
the Island of Jamaica.
Registry thereof.

28—Every Debenture issued in England shall, before being
issued, be registered in a Register Book, to be kept for that
purpose at the office in London of the Crown Agents; and
every Debenture issued in Jamaica shall, before being issued,
be registered in a Register Book,, to be kept for that purpose
at the Public Treasury.

Coupons.

29—There shall be attached to every Debenture coupons for
the payment of the interest to become due in each half year
upon the principal secured by the Debenture.
The coupons shall be sufficient in number to provide for
the payment of the interest, either during the whole period
for which the Debenture has to run, or for such limited period
as the Governor, or the Crown Agents acting on behalf of the
Government of Jamaica in England, may determine.

Form of Deben.
tures and Coupons

30—The Debentures and the coupons thereto may be in
"
such Eorm as the Governor, or the Crown Agents acting on his
behalf in England, may direct or approve.

Debentures, &c.,
how transferable.

31—Every Debenture or coupon, and the right to receive
the principal and interest secured or represented thereby,
shall be transferable by delivery.

Remittances to
E ngland for pay
m ent of Interest.

32—So long as any of the Debentures remain outstanding
the Treasurer shall, in each half year ending with the day on
which the interest on the Debentures falls due, out of the
Revenues appropriated by this Law as hereinafter provided,
remit to the Crown Agents such portion of those Revenues as
will enable them to pay the then current half year’s interest
on the then outstanding Debentures issued in England, on the
day when it falls due.

investm ent of
Remittances
un til required.

33—The Crown Agents shall, subject to the approval of
Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies
for the time being, place and keep the moneys so remitted
to them, or so much thereof as may not be required for im
mediate payments, on deposit at interest in their names with
some Bank or Banks in London or Westminster, and shall
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hold all such moneys and the accumulations thereon in trust
to apply them in payment of the interest upon the Debentures
for the time being issued in England and outstanding, as the
same shall become due.
34—The interest upon the principal secured by each De- Paym ent of
henture shall run from the day named in that behalf in the lnteres'
Debenture, and shall be paid half-yearly on the days named
in that behalf in the Debenture, if issued in England by the
Crown Agents out of the moneys remitted to them by the
Treasurer as hereinbefore provided, and if issued in Jamaica
by the Treasurer out of the Revenues appropriated under this
Law.
35—The Treasurer shall out of the Revenues appropriated
under this Law pay the interest upon each of the Debentures
issued under Law 4 of 1883, and outstanding, as and when such
interest shall become due.

Paym ent of i n 
terest on Deben
tu res under Law
4 of 1883.

36—The balance in any half year of the Revenues appropri
ated under this Law, after providing for the payment of in
terest on the outstanding Debentures issued under this Law
and under Law 4 of 1883 as hereinbefore provided, shall he
invested by the Treasurer, under the direction of the Governor,
towards the formation of a Fund applicable in the manner
hereinafter provided to the Redemption of the Debentures.

Investm ent of
Surplus Revenue.

37—The proceeds of every issue of Debentures shall be car
ried to a Fund to be called the Kingston Improvement Fund.
The Treasurer shall, on the warrant of the Governor, from
time to time out of the general assets of the Island transfer to
the credit of the said Kingston Improvement Fund such sums,
not exceeding in the aggregate the sum of Twenty-Five Thou
sand Pounds, as shall be required to defray the cost of so much
of the main Sewers and their accessories, and of the Works for
the disposal of the Sewage according to the approved plans,
specifications and estimates, as shall lie to the eastward of
Paradise Street or to the westward of West Street.
The Treasurer shall, out of the said Kingston Improvement
Fund, pay the drafts of the Commissioners for such purposes

The K ingston Im 
provement F u n d ;
Paym ents to
credit thereof.

Paym ents thereout.
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and to such extent as may be authorised by the Governor
generally or specially.
Delivery up of
Register Book,
&c., under Law
4 of 1883.

38—The Clerk to the Parochial Road Commissioners of the
Parieh of Kingston shall, on the passing of this Law, deliver
to the Treasurer the Register Book of Debentures issued
under Law 4 of 1883. and all unissued Debentures.

Surrender and
Redemption of
Debentures
under Law
4 of 1883.

39—On and after the passing of this Law, the Holder of any
Debenture issued under Law 4 of 1883 may surrender the
same to the Treasurer, and receive in exchange therefor a De
benture under this Law for a like nominal sum :—Provided
always that the issue of such new Debenture will not cause
any excess over the aggregate sum authorised to he raised
under this Law.
The nominal value of any Debenture so exchanged shall
be by the Treasurer transferred from the Redemption Fund
constituted under this Law to the Kingston Improvement
Fund.
Any Debenture issued under Law 4 of 18S3 .which shall not
he exchanged as above provided shall be redeemable on the
expiry of ten years after the date of its issue, and shall there
after on demand be redeemed by the Treasurer out of the
Redemption Fund constituted under this Law.
Every Debenture so surrendered or redeemed as aforesaid
shall thereupon he forthwith cancelled.
From and after the day when any Debenture shall become
redeemable all interest on the principal moneys secured
thereby shall cease and determine, whether payment of the
principal have or have not been demanded.

Revenues appro
priated for the
purposes of this
Law.

40—The following Revenues are hereby appropriated for
the purposes of this Law, and primarily for the payment of
the interest and principal of the Debentures issued under this
Law and under Law 4 of 1883 :—(1.) So much of the proceeds of any taxes, licenses or
duties, which are or shall he appropriated by a Law in
aid of the Parochial Roads passed during this Session

Kingston Improvements Law.
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of the Legislative Council, as shall be levied in the
Parish of Kingston.
(2.) The following tax. which shall on the first day of
August next, and on the like day in each succeeding
year, be annually paid by the Owner or occupier of
every house in Kingston, that is to say: —
For each house of the annual value of Four Pounds
and upwards—a tax at the rate of nine-pence in
the Pound of the annual value thereof.
For every other house in Kingston,—a tax of three
shillings.
For every unoccupied lot of land in Kingston,—a
tax of three shillings.
41—
So long as any of the Debentures aforesaid shall re
The Redemption
main outstanding a Fund shall be constituted and maintained Fund.
for the Redemption of the same
The Redemption Fund constituted under Law 4 of ’883
shall be transferred to this fund as hereinbefore provided
by Section 3.
The proceeds of the Revenues appropriated as hereinbe
fore provided by Section 40 for the purposes of this Law,
after payment of the interest on the outstanding Debentures,
shall be carried to this Fund.
The said Fund is herein spoken of as the Redemption Fund.
42—
In case it shall be found by the first day of June Pow
in er to increase
house-tax when
any year th at the proceeds of the Revenues appropriated found insufficient.
under this Law, as collected during the previous twelve
months up to th at day, amount to less than five per cent, on
the total nominal value of the Debentures then outstanding
issued under Law 4 of 1883, and of the whole of the Deben
tures previously issued under this Law, the Governor shall
and he is hereby authorised forthwith to increase the tax
upon houses in Kingston imposed by this Law, proportionately
to such extent as may be necessary in order during the en
suing year to make up the deficient amount.

18.

How tax increased.
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43—Jt shall be lawful for the Governor to increase the tax
aforesaid by Notice, published in the Jamaica Gazette, to the
effect that, the tax imposed hy this Law having proved insuffi
cient for the purpose for which it was imposed, the Governor
has, in exercise of the powers by this Law vested in him, made
such and such an increase in it.

Duration of
increased tax.

After the publication of the Notice aforesaid, the tax shall
be payable at the increased rate instead of the rate fixed hy
this Law, and shall continue to be payable at such increased
rate until it shall be reduced by Notice in the same way as it
was increased :—Provided always that the said tax shall never
be reduced below the rate fixed by this Law :—Provided also
that no such reduction shall bt made, or if made shall be of
aDy force or validity, unless the Auditor General shall certify
that he has been satisfied that the reduction can properly he
made consistently with the requirements of this Law.

Repayment of
Principal money.
Notice as to same.

44,—So soon as the beforementioned Redemption Fund
shall amount to the nominal value of all the outstanding
Debentures, but not sooner than forty years after the passing
of this Law, the Crown Agents and the Treasurer respec
tively shall, hy advertisement in the London “ Times” news
paper, and in the Jamaica Gazette and in not less than two
newspapers published in the Colony, appoint a day, not less
than six months after the date of the advertisement, on which
the principal moneys secured by the Debentures will be
repaid.

Cesser thereon
of House Tax.

All payments to the Redemption Fund shall thereupon
cease, the tax upon houses imposed by this Law shall cease to
be collected, and the other Revenues appropriated under this
Law shall be carried to the Parochial Road Fund of the
Parish of Kingston.

Remittance for
Redemption in
England.

The Treasurer shall on or before the day so appointed' re
mit to the Crown Agents so much of the said Redemption
Fund as may he necessary for the Redemption of the Deben
tures issued in England.

Kingston Improvements Law.
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45 On
d»7 80 appointed, the Crown Agents in respect Redem ption of
of Debentures issued in England at their Office in London, Debenture*and the Treasurer in respect of Debentures issued in Jamaica,
shall on demand pay to the Holders of the Debentures the
principal moneys secured by those Debentures, with all in
terest payable thereon up to that day.
From and after the day appointed for the re-payment
of any Debenture all interest on the principal moneys secured
thereby shall cease and determine, whether payment of the
principal have or have not been demanded.

Cesser of interest,

46—
Upon the re-payment of the principal moneys secured Cancellation or
by the Debenture, the Debenture with all the Coupons there- DeSures
unto belonging, if issued in England shall be delivered up to
the Crown Agents, and if issued in Jamaica to the Treasurer,
to be by them respectively cancelled and forwarded to the
Government of Jamaica.

Any Debenture redeemed by purchase shall likewise be so
cancelled and forwarded.
47—
In order the better to provide for the maintenance Taxes on Horses
and repair of the Streets of Kingston, there shall be paid in and Wheela'
every year, to commence on the first day of August next after
the coming into operation of this Law, the several Duties
hereinafter stated, that is to say :—

For each head of horsekind kept and used in the Parish
of Kingston, or used in any vehicle plying, for hire in
Kingston—the sum of Three Shillings and Sixpence.
For each head of horsekind in Kingston, kept and used
solely for Livery Stable purposes—the sum of Two
Shillings and Sixpence.
For each wheel of a vehicle with springs kept and used
in the Parish of Kingston—the sum of Five Shillings.
For each wheel of a vehicle with springs in Kingston
kept and used solely for Livery Stable purposes—the
sum of Three Shillings and Sixpence.

20
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For each wheel of a vehicle without springs kept and
used or plying for hire in Kingston,—the sum of ThreeShillings.
For each wheel of a hackney carriage kept and used or
plying for hire in Kingston,—the sum of Six Shillings
and Eightpence.
And there shall also be stated annually on the Estimates for
the Public Service, and shall be paid annually accordingly as
part of the General Expenditure, the sum of Two Hundred
Pounds.
The said sum, together with the proceeds of Duties afore
said, shall be carried by the Treasurer to the credit of the
Parochial Road Fund Account of the Parish of Kingston, and
shall be paid for such Parochial Road purposes as the Mayor
and Council shall from time to time direct.
4 8 —All taxes and duties imposed by this Law shall be
payable and paid by the same persons, in the same manner,
at the same times and places, and to the same Officers or per
sons, as other taxes for general public purposes in relation to
the same subjects of taxation are or for the time being shall
he by Law payable, and shall he received, collected and en
forced, in the same manner, at the same time, and by the
same Officers, as other taxes in relation to the like several
subjects of taxation are or may for the time being be re
ceived, collected or enforced; and all Laws for the time
being in force for the collection of taxes, or imposing any
forfeiture, liability to seizure, fine or penalty, for any default
in paying the same, shall be applicable in all respects to the
taxes hereby imposed.

LEGAL.
Actions in respect
of anything done
in execution or
intended execution
of th is Law.

49—Any Action or Prosecution against a person for any
thing done in pursuance or execution, or intended execution,
of this Law shall he commenced within three months after
the thing done and not otherwise.
Notice in writing of such Action, and of the cause thereof,
shall be given to the intended Defendant one month, at least,,
before the commencement of the Action.
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In any such Action the Defendant may plead generally that
the act complained of was done in pursuance or execution, or
intended execution, of this Law, and give the special matter
in evidence at any trial to be had thereupon.
The Plaintiff shall not recover if tender of sufficient amends
is made before Action is brought, or if a sufficient sum of
money is paid into Court after Action brought, by or on be
half of the Defendant.
If the Verdict is for the Defendant, or if the Plaintiff is
nonsuited or discontinues the Action after issue joined, or if
judgment is given against the Plaintiff, the Defendant shall
recover his costs as between Attorney and Client, and shall
have the like remedy for the same as a Defendant has by law
for costs in other cases.
Certificate of the
50—
In all Proceedings for any penalty under this Law,
Managing Com
and in all Actions, disputes, questions and proceedings, in missioner as to
certain m atters,—
any way relating to or arising out of the execution or in how far evidence.
tended execution of the Works or Undertaking hereby autho
rised, or any part thereof, the Certificate of the Managing
Commissioner as to the Undertaking or any part thereof being
authorised by the Governor, or as to any Regulations having
been approved by the Governor, or published as directed by
him, or as to the employment of any person or persons by
the Commissioners in or about the Undertaking, or any part
thereof, or as to the scope or terms of such employment, or as to
any particular Work being authorised by the Commissioners as
part of and intended execution of the Undertaking, shall in
all Courts he prima fa cie evidence of the several matters
therein certified; and his Certificate as to any act, work or
matter, being deemed by the Commissioners to be proper; suita
ble, necessary or advisable, in or about the Works, shall be
conclusive evidence of the matters therein certified.

MISCELLANEOUS.
enalty for
51—
Every person who shall contravene any Regulation Pin
contravention
force for the time being under this Law shall forfeit a sum of Law.
not exceeding Five Pounds for each contravention, unless
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and except in cases in which the penalty is by such Regula
tions limited not to exceed a smaller amount.
All penalties under this Law shall he recoverable sum *
marily before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction.
O bstructing th e
execution of th e
Works.

62—Every person who shall in any way obstruct, hinder or
interfere with, the execution of the Works, or any part thereof,
shall for each Offence, on conviction thereof by a Court of
Summary Jurisdiction, forfeit and pay a penalty or sum not
exceeding Ten Pounds, and in default of payment forthwith
shall he imprisoned for a period not exceeding three months,
determinable on the earlier payment of the penalty.

Notice to be
given by persons
erecting houses
o r repairing
frontage.

53—
Any person intending, during the progress of the
Works authorised by this Law, to erect a new building, or re
pair the frontage of any building in Kingston, shall give one
month’s previous notice in writing to the Commissioners of
his intention so to do, and furnish a ground plan of the
frontage of such building for approval.
Any omission on the part of any person so to do will sub
ject the party to a penalty not exceeding Pive Pounds, and
the Commissioners may cause any building erected or re
paired without their approval to be taken down or removed,
should they deem it necessary or desirable for any of the
purposes set forth in Section 9 of this Law.

Term ination of
Commission.

54—
On the final completion of the whole of the Undertak
ing the Commissioners appointed under Section 4 of this
Law shall thereon cease to be such Commissioners, and there
after the term “ Commissioners” in this Law shall mean the
Mayor and Council of the City of Kingston.

Exem ption from
Stamp Duty.

Commencement
of th is Law.

55—
All conveyances, receipts and other documents, made
or given by or to the Commissioners under this Law shall be
free of Stamp Duty.

56—
This Law shall not come into operation until such
day as the Governoi shall by Proclamation name.

JAMAICA—LAW 32 OF 1890.

w/«t

The Electric Lighting Law, 1890.

[27th Mag, 1890.']
E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
Jamaica, as follows

B

Preamble.

1 —The Provisions of the Land Clauses Law, 1872, shall be
incorporated with this Law, except the Enactments with re
spect to the purchase and taking of lands otherwise than by
agreement, and except the Enactments with respect to the
entry upon lands by the Promoters of the Undertaking.

Law 26 of 1872
partially incor
porated.

2—The Governor in Privy Council may from time to time
license any Local Authority as defined by this Law, or any
Company or person, to supply Electricity under this Law for
any public or private purposes within any area, subject to the
following Provisions :—
(1) The consent of everyJLocal Authority having juris
diction within the area, or any part of the area, within
which a supply is licensed to be furnished shall be re
quired to the application for a License, which consent
such Local Authority is hereby authorised to give, with
such conditions (if any) as, subject to the approval of
the Governor in Privy Council, the Local Authority may
prescribe
(2) The License may make such Regulations as to the
limits within which, and the conditions under which, a
supply of Electricity is to be provided, and for enforcing
the performance by the Licensees of their duties in rela
tion to such supply, and for the revocation of the License
where the Licensees fail to perform such duties, and gene-

License to supply
Electricity.

Consent of Local
A uthority.

Regulations and
conditions of
License:
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rally may contain such Regulations and conditions as the
Governor in Privy Council may think expedient :—
R eservations of
Pow ers to Local
A uthority.

(3) W here, in any area or part of an area in which any
Undertakers are authorised to supply Electricity under
any License, the Undertakers are not themselves the
Local Authority, the License may contain any provi
sions and restrictions for enabling the Local Authority,
within whose jurisdiction such area or part of an area
may be, to exercise any of the powers of the Undertakers
under this Law with respect to the breaking up of any
Street repairable by such Local Authority within such
area or part of an area, and the alteration of the posi
tion of any pipes or wires being under such Street, and
not being the pipes or wires of the Undertakers, on be
half and a t the expense of the Undertakers, and for lim it
ing the powers and liabilities of the Undertakers in
relation thereto, which the Governor in Privy Council
may think expedient.

R ules as to appli
cations for
Licenses, &c.,—

3—
The Governor in Privy Council may from time to time
make, and when made may rescind, alter or repeal, Rules in
relation to the application for Licenses, and to the payments
to he made in respect thereof, and to the publication of
notices and advertisements, and the m anner in which and
the time within which representations or objections with re
ference to any application are to be made, and to the holding
of local inquiries in such cases as he may think it desirable,
and to any other m atters arising under this Law.

Pow er to make
same.

Effect thereof.

Any Rules made in pursuance of this Section shall be
deemed to be within the powers conferred by this Law, and
shall be of the same force as if enacted in this Law, and shall
be judicially noticed.

U ndertakers to be
subject to Regu
lations inserted
in License, &c.

4—
The Undertakers shall be subject to such Regulations
and conditions as may be inserted in any License, Order or
Special Law, affecting their Undertaking, with regard to the
following m atters:—
(a.) The limits within which, and the conditions under

which, Electricity is to be supplied;
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(b.) The securing a regular and efficient supply of Elec
tricity ;
(c.) The securing the safety of the Public from personal
injury, or from fire or otherwise;
(c£.) The limitation of the prices to be charged in respect
of the supply of Electricity ;
(e.) The authorising inspection and inquiry from time to
time by the Governor in Privy Council and the Local
A uthority;
( f.) The enforcement of the due performance of the
duties of the Undertakers in relation to the supply
of Electricity, by the imposition of penalties or
otherwise, and the revocation of the License, Order
or Special Law, where the Undertakers have, in the
opinion of the Governor in Privy Council, practically
failed to carry the powers granted to them into
effect within a reasonable time, or discontinued the
exercise of such powers; and
(g.) Generally with regard to any other matters in con
nection with the Undertakings.
Provided always that the Governor in Privy Council may,
from time to time, make such Regulations as he may think
expedient for securing the safety of the Public from personal
injury, or from fire or otherwise, aud may from time to time
amend or repeal any Regulations which may be contained in
any such License, Order or Special Law in relation thereto;
and any Regulations so made or amended by the Governor in
Privy Council shall, from and after the date thereof, have the
like effect in every respect as though they had been originally
inserted in the License, Order or Special Law, authorising the
Undertaking, and every Regulation so repealed shall, from
and after the date thereof, he repealed accordingly; but such
repeal shall not affect any liability or penalty incurred in
respect thereof prior to the date of such repeal, or any pro
ceeding or remedy which might have been had in relation
thereto.
Any Local Authority within any part of whose district Elec
tricity is authorised to be supplied under any License, Order

Or made by the
Governor in
P rivy Council.

Or by the Local
A uthority.
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or Special Law, may, in addition to any Regulations which
may be made under the preceding Provisions of this Section
for securing the safety of the Public, from time to time make,
rescind, alter or repeal, Bye-laws for further securing such
safety ; and there may be annexed to any breach of such
Bye-laws such penalties, to be recovered in a summary man
ner, as they may think necessary :—Provided always th at no
such Bye-laws shall have any force or effect unless and
u n til they have been confirmed by the Governor in Privy
Council, and published in the Jam aica Gazette.
Pow ers of
U ndertakers to
acquire Land,
m ake contracts,

Ac,

5—
The Undertakers may, subject to and in accordance
with the Provisions and restrictions of this la w , and of any
Rules made by the Governor in Privy Council in pursuance of
this Law, and of any License, Order or Special Law, authoris
ing or affecting their Undertaking, and for the purpose of
supplying Electricity, acquire such Lands by agreement, con
struct such Works, acquire such Licenses for the use of any
patented or protected processes, inventions, machinery, ap
paratus, methods, m aterials or other things, enter into such
contracts, and generally do all such acts and things, as may
be necessary and incidental to such supply.

Pow ers of Local
A utK ofity td
contract as to
supply of
E lectricity .

6—
Any Local A uthority which has obtained a License, Order
or Special Law, for the supply of Electricity, may contract with
any Company or person for the execution and m aintenance of
any Works needed for the purposes of such supply, or for the
supply of Electricity within any area mentioned in such
License, Order or Special Law, or in any part of such area ;
but no Local Authority, Company or person, shall by any
contract or assignment transfer to any other Company or per
son, or divest themselves of, any legal powers given to them,
or any legal liabilities imposed on them by this Law, or by
any License, Order or Special Law, without the consent of the
Governor in Privy Council.

L im itatio n s of
pow er as to
b reaking u p
S treets, Railways
o r Tramways.

7—
Nothing in this Law shall authorise or empower the
Undertakers to break up any Street which is not repairable
by such Local Authority, or any Railway or Tramway, without
the consent of the Authority, Company or person, bv whom
such Street Railway or Tramway is repairable, unless in
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pursuance of Special powers in that behalf inserted in the
License, Order or Special Law, or with the w ritten consent
of the Governor in Privy Council, and the Governor in Privy
Council shall not in any case insert any such special powers
in any License or Provisional Order, or give any such consent
until notice has been given to such Authority, Company or
person, by advertisement or otherwise, as the Governor in
Privy Council may direct, and an opportunity has been given
to such Authority, Company or person, to state any objections
they may have thereto.
E lectric L ine
Notwithstanding anything in this Law the Undertakers
above ground,—
shall not be authorised to place any Electric Line above ground, R estrictions as to .
along over or across any Street, without the express consent
of the Local A u th o rity ; and the Local Authority may require
the U ndertakers to forthw ith remove any Electric Line placed
by them contrary to the Provisions of this Section, or may
themselves remove the same, and recover the expenses of such
removal from the Undertakers in a summary m anner ; and
where any Electric Line has been placed above ground by the
Undertakers in any position, a Court of Summary Jurisdiction
upon complaint made, if they are of opinion th at such Electric
Line is or is likely to become dangerous to the public safety,
may, notwithstanding any such consent as aforesaid, make an
Order directing and authorising the removal of such Electric
line by such person and upon such term s as they may think
fit.

8—

9—

Pow ers as to
Subject to the Provisions of this Law and of the License
altering the
Order or Special Law, authorising them to Supply Electricity, position of w ires
or pipes,—
and to any Bye-laws made under this Law, the Undertakers by the
U ndertakers.
may alter the position of any pipes or wires, being under any
Street or place authorised to be broken up by them, which
may interfere with the exercise of their powers under this
Law, on previously making or securing such compensation to
the Owners of such pipes or wires, and on complying with
such conditions as to the mode of m aking such alterations, as
may before the commencement of such alterations be agreed
upon between the Undertakers and Owners, or in case of dif
ference as may be determined in m anner prescribed by the

[Ch . 32.]
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by others.

Compensation
tainecM^y exercise
of Powers.
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License authorising the Undertakers to supply Electricity, or
where no such manner is prescribed as may be determined by
Arbitration; and any Local or other Public Authority, Company
or person, may in like manner alter the position of any Elec
tric Lines or Works of the Undertakers, being under any such
Street or place as aforesaid, which may interfere with the
lawful exercise of any powers vested in such Local or other
Public Authority, Company or person, in relation to such
Street or place, subject to the like Provisions, conditions and
restrictions, as are in this Section contained with reference to
the alteration of the position of any pipes or wires by the
Undertakers.
10—In the exercise of the powers in relation to the execution of Works given them under this Law, or any License,
Order or Special Law, the Undertakers shall cause as little
detriment and inconvenience, and do as little damage, as may
be, and shall make full compensation to all bodies and per
sons interested for all damage sustained by them by reason or
in consequence of the exercise of such powers, the amount
and application of such compensation in case of difference to
be determined by Arbitration.

Im proper use
of Electricity.

11—No Local Authority, Company or person, shall be at
liberty to use any form of lamp or burner, or to use the
Electricity supplied to them for any purposes, or to deal with
it in any manner, so as to unduly or improperly interfere
with the supply of Electricity supplied to any other Local Au
thority, Company or person, by the Undertakers ; and if any
dispute or difference arises between the Undertakers and
any Local Authority, Company or person, entitled to be
supplied with Electricity under this Law, or any License,
Order or Special Law, as to the matters aforesaid, such dis
pute or difference shall be determined by Arbitration,

E quality of

12—Where a supply of Electricity is provided in any part
of an area for private purposes, then, except in so far as is
otherwise provided by the terms of the License, Order or
Special Law, authorising such supply, every Company or person
within that part of the area shall, on application, be entitled
to a supply on the same terms on which any other Company

?f™lectricity.Ply
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or person in such part of the area is entitled, under similar
circumstances, to a corresponding supply.
13—
The Undertakers shall not, in making any agreements
Undue preference
prohibited.
for a supply of Electricity, show any undue preference to any
Local Authority, Company or person, but, save as aforesaid,
they may make such charges for the supply of Electricity as
may be .agreed upon, not exceeding the limits of price im
posed by or in pursuance of the License, Order or Special Law,
authorising them to supply Electricity.
14—
If any Local Authority, Company or person, neglectPower
to to cut
off the supply of
pay any charge for Electricity, or any other sum due from Electricity.
them to the Undertakers in respect of the supply of Electri
city to such Local Authority, Company or person, the Under
takers may cut off such supply, and for that purpose may cut
or disconnect any Electric Line, or other Work through which
Electricity may be supplied, and may, until such charge or
other sum together with any expenses incurred by the Un
dertakers in cutting off such supply of Electricity as afore
said are fully paid, but no longer, discontinue the supply of
Electricity to such Local Authority, Company or person.
nlawful cutting
15 —
Any person who unlawfully and maliciously cutsUor
or injuring
injures any Electric Line or Work with intent to cut off any E lectric Line w ith
te n t, &c.
supply of Electricity shall be guilty of felony, and be liable in
Felony.
to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding five
years, or to be imprisoned with or without hard labour for
any term not exceeding two years ; but nothing in this Sec
tion shall exempt a person from any proceeding for any of
fence which is punishable under any other Provision of this
Law, or under any other Law, or at Common Law, provided
that no person be punished twice for the same offence.
16_Any person who maliciously or fraudulently abstracts, Fraudulent use o r
waste of
causes to be wasted or diverted, consumes or uses, any Electricity Electricity.
shall be guilty of simple larceny and punishable accordingly. Larceny.
1 7 —Any Officer appointed by the Undertakers may at all Powers of e ntry
on premises for
reasonable times enter any premises to which Electricity is or inspection or
removal of
has been supplied by the Undertakers, in order to inspect the property of the
Electric lines, meters, accumulators, fittings, works and appara U ndertakers.
tus forthe supply of Electricity, belonging to theUndertakers,
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and for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of Electricity
consumed or supplied, or, where a supply of Electricity is no
longer required, or where the Undertakers are authorised to
take away and cut off the supply of Electricity from any
premises, for the purpose of removing any Electric Lines,
accumulators, fittings, works or apparatus, belonging to the
Undertakers, repairing all damage caused hy such entry, in
spection or removal.
Protection of
Property of U nder
takers against
distress, &c.

18—Where any Electric Lines, Meters, Accumulators, Fittings,
Works or Apparatus, belonging to the Undertakers are placed
in or upon any premises not being in the possession of the
Undertakers for the purpose of supplying Electricity under
this Law, or any License, Order or Special Law, such Elec
tric Lines, Meters, Accumulators, Fittings, Works or Appara
tus, shall not be subject to distress, or to the Landlord’s remedy
for rent of the premises where the same may be, nor to be
taken in execution under any process of a Court of Law or
Equity, or any proceedings in Bankruptcy against the person
in whose possession the same may he.

Restrictions as to
altering or doing
anything affecting
any Government
Telegraph Line.

19 —No alteration in any Government Telegraph Line shall
be made by the Undertakers without the express sanction of
the Director of Public Works.

The Undertakers shall not, in the exercise of the powers
conferred by this Law, or hy any License, Order or Special
Law, lay down any Electric Line, or do any other work for the
supply of Electricity, whereby any Government Telegraphic
Line is or may be injuriously affected; and before any such
Electric Line is laid down or work is done within ten yards
of any part of a Government Telegraphic Line, (other than
repairs in the laying of connexions with Mains where the
direction of the Electric Lines so laid down crosses the Go
vernment Line at right angles at the point of the shortest
distance, and continues the same for a distance of six feet on
each side of such point), the Undertakers or their Agents, not
more than twenty-eight nor less than seven clear days before
commencing such work, shall give written notice to the Direc
tor of Public Works, specifying the course and nature of the
work, including the gauge of any Electric Lines, and the
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Undertakers and their Agents shall conform with such rea
sonable requirements, either general or special, as may from
time to time be made by the Director of Public Works for
the purpose of preventing any Government Telegraphs from
being injuriously affected by the said work.
Any difference which arises between the Director of Public
Works and the Undertakers, or their Agents, with respect to any
requirements so made, shall he determined by Arbitration.
In the event of any contravention of or wilful non-com
pliance with this Section by the Undertakers or their Agents,
the Undertakers shall be liable to a fine not exceeding Ten
Pounds for every day during which such contravention or
wilfu.1 non-compliance continues, or, if the Telegraphic com
munication be wilfully interrupted, not exceeding Pifty
Pounds for every day on which such interruption continues.
Provided that nothing in this Section shall subject the
Undertakers or their Agents to a fine under this Section if
they satisfy the Court having cognizance of the case that the
immediate execution of the Work was required to avoid an
accident, or otherwise was a work of emergency, and that
they forthwith served on the Director of Public Works, in
writing or by telegraph, a notice of the execution thereof,
stating the reason for executing the same without previous
notice.
Por the purposes of this Section a Government Telegraph
Line shall he deemed to be injuriously affected by a Work if
Telegraphic communication by means of such Line is, whether
through induction or otherwise, in any manner affected by
•such Work, or by any use made of such Work.
20—Where in any case any Electric Line or other Work
may have been laid down or erected in, over, along, across or
under, any Street for the purpose of supplying Electricity, or
may have been laid down or erected in any other position for
such purpose, in such a manner as not to be entirely enclosed
within any building or buildings, or where any Electric Line
or Work so laid down or erected may be used for such purpose
otherwise than under and subject to the provisions of a

Notices in certain
cases to use Elec
tric Lines and
W orks only in
accordance w ith
Regulations.
Penalties and
means of enforcing
same if notice n o t
complied w ith.
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License, Order or Special Law, the Governor in Privy Council,
if he thinks fit, may, by notice in writing under the hand of
the Clerk of the Privy Council, to be served upon the body
or person owning or using or entitled to use such Electric
Line or Work, require that such Electric Line or Work shall be
continued and used only in accordance with such conditions
and subject to such Regulations for the protection of the public
safety and of the Government Electric Lines and Works, and of
other Electric Lines and Works lawfully placed in any position
and used for Telegraphic communication, as the Governor
in Privy Council may by or in pursuance of such notice pre
scribe ; and in case of non-compliance with the said Regula
tions, then the Governor in Privy Council may require such
body or person to removesuch Electric Line or W ork:—Provi
ded that nothing in this Sub-section shall apply to any Electric
Line or Work laid down or erected by any body or person for
the supply of Electricity generated upon any premises occupied
by such body or person to any other part of such premises.
Where in any case any Electric Line or Work is used for
the supply of Electricity in such a manner as to injuriously
affect any Government Telegraphic Line, or to affect the Tele
graphic communication through any such Line, the Postmaster
for Jamaica may, by notice to be served upon the body or
person owning or using or entitled to use such Electric Line or
Work, require that such supply be continued only in accor
dance with such conditions and Regulations for the protection
of the Government Telegraphic Lines and the Telegraphic com
munication through the same as he may by or in pursuance of
such notice prescribe; and in default of compliance with such
conditions and regulations the Postmaster for Jamaica may
require that the supply of Electricity through such Electric
Line or Work shall be forthwith d isco n tin u ed P ro v id ed that
nothing in this Sub-section shall apply to the supply of Elec
tricity through any Electric Line or Work laid down or erected
under and subject to the provisions of any License, Order or
Special Law, or which may be used in accordance with any
Conditions or Regulations prescribed by the Governor in PrivyCouncil, by or in pursuance of any notice given by him under
this Section.
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If any body or person fails to comply with the requirements
of any notice which may he served upon them or him under
this Section, such body or person shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding Twenty Pounds for every such offence, to be
recovered summarily; and any Court of Summary Jurisdic
tion, on complaint made, may make an Order directing and
authorising the removal of any Electric Line or Work specified
in such notice, by such person and upon such terms as they
may think fit.
Any notice authorized to be served under this Section upon
any body or person may be served by the same being ad
dressed to such body or person, and being left at or trans
mitted through the post to any office of such body, or the
usual or last known place of abode of such person ; and any
notice so served by post shall be deemed to have been served
at the time when the letter containing the notice would be
delivered in the usual course of post, and in proving such
service it shall be sufficient to prove that the letter contain
ing the notice was properly addressed and put into the post.
Transm ission of
21—
Nothing in this Law, or in any License granted under
Telegrams a n d
this Law, shall authorise or enable any Local Authority, Com work incident
th ereto n o t
pany or person, to transm it any Telegram, or to perform any authorised.
of the incidental services of receiving collecting or delivering
Telegrams, or to give to any Local Authority, Company or
person, any power, authority or facility, of any kind whatso
ever in connection with the transmission of Telegrams, or the
performance of any of the incidental services of receiving
collecting or delivering Telegrams.
Power to take
22—
If at any time, from insolvency or other cause, the Un
possession of
dertakers shall be unable to continue to supply Electricity to E lectric W orks i n
certain cases.
any area for which they were licensed under this Law, it shall
be lawful for the Governor to enter upon and take posses
sion of all the Works of the said Undertakers, together with all
wires and Electric plant belonging thereto, and to m aintain
the same in working order for twelve months, or for such time
as may be necessary for the sale or other disposal of the same.
Pow er to Local
23—
W here any Undertakers are authorised by a License
A uthority to
or Special Law to supply Electricity within any area, any purchase U nder-

12
taking and A
after certain
periods.
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Local Authority within whose jurisdiction such area or any
part theroof is situated-may, within six months after the ex
piration of a period of forty-two years, or such shorter period
as is specified in that hehalf in the License or in the Special
Law, from the date of the granting of the License or of such
Special Law, and within six months after the expiration of
every subsequent period of ten years, or such shorter period
as is specified in that behalf in the License or in the Special
Law, by notice in writing require such Undertakers to sell,
and thereupon such Undertakers shall sell, to them their
Undertaking, or so much of the same as is within such juris
diction, upon terms of paying the then value of all lands,
buildings, works, materials and plant, of such Undertakers
suitable to and used by them for the purposes of their Under
taking within such jurisdiction, such value to be in case of
difference determined by arb itra tio n P ro v id ed that the value
of such lands, buildings, works, materials and plant, shall be
deemed to he their fair market value at the time of the pur
chase, due regard being had to the nature and then condition
of such buildings, works, materials and plant, and to the
state of repair thereof, and to the circumstance that they are
in such a position as to be ready for immediate working, and
to the suitability of the same to the purposes of the Undertak
ing, and, where a part only of the Undertaking is purchased,,
to any loss occasioned by severance,—hut without any addi
tion in respect of compulsory purchase, or of goodwill, or of
any profits which may or might have been or be made from
the Undertaking, or of any similar considerations.
The Governor in Privy Council may determine any other
questions which may arise in relation to such purchase, and
may fix the date from which such purchase is to take effect, and
from and after the date so fixed, or such other date as may heagreed upon between the parties, all lands, buildings, works,
materials and plant, so purchased as aforesaid shall vest in
the Local Authority which has made the purchase, freed from
any debts, mortgages or similar obligations, of such Under
takers or attaching to the Undertaking, and the powers of
such Undertakers in relation to the supply of Electricity
under this Law, or such License or Special Law as aforesaid

The
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within such area or part thereof as aforesaid shall absolutely
cease and determine, and shall vest in the Local Authority
aforesaid.
24—
To meet the charges for Electricity for public pur
Power to Local
uthority to fix
poses, and the expenses and obligations of any Local Authority Aand
declare a
Lighting
Rate.
under any License granted to such Local Authority, it shall be
lawful for the Local Authority, by Resolution, to fix and declare
a Compulsory Rate on property ratable for the relief of the
poor within the area supplied, to be assessed according to the
annual value thereof, and to be called “ The (naming the
area) Lighting Rate,” and to prescribe from what date it
shall come into force, and at what times and in what manner
the same shall be payable.
And the Local Authority may from time to time increase
diminish or otherwise modify, the prescribed Lighting Rate,
and the portions of and limits of the area to which the same
or any modification thereof shall extend, and may alter the
prescribed time and manner, or make any one or more of
such alterations or modification ^ P ro v id ed that every such
Rate and every modification thereof shall be subject to ap
proval by the Governor in Privy Council, who shall have
power to approve alter or amend the same.
Every Resolution shall fix or declare the day when the
same shall come into force, and such day shall not be less
than one month after the date of such Resolution.
Publication of
25—
Every Resolution under the last preceding Section shall
Resolution fixing
be published in the Jamaica Gazette, and in one or more of Lighting Rates.
the papers published in the Island, for at least two weeks
before the day fixed for the Resolution coming into force:
Provided that in proceedings for or arising out of the enforce
ment or attempted enforcement of any Lighting Rate it shall
not be necessary to prove that any such Resolution was duly
passed or published.
By whom such
26—
Every occupier of property within the prescribed limits
R ate payable.
shall pay the prescribed Rate at the time and in the manner
prescribed.
Collection
and
27—
All Lighting Rates shall be paid to the Collector payment
of
oyer of
such
Rates.
Taxes of the Parish within which the area in respect of which
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the same is payable is situate, and he is hereby required
to collect, enforce and receive, such Rates, and to pay the
same into the Treasury to the credit of the Lighting Fund
of such area, and the Treasurer shall keep and render to the
Local Authority full and true accounts of all moneys so re
ceived by him,
Application of
Lighting Funds.

28—
The Treasurer with the sanction of the Governor shall,
from the moneys fpr the time being to the credit of the re
spective Lighting Funds, pay the drafts of the respective Local
Authorities drawn specially against the said Funds for the pur
poses of this Law.

Law 32 of 1867
incorporated.

29—
The Lighting Rates shall be deemed to be taxes within
the meaning of The Tax Collection Law, 1867, and all Laws
in aid of or amending the same.

Definitions.

30— In this Law, unless the context otherwise requires,—

The expression “ Public Purposes” means lighting any
Street or any place belonging to or subject to the con
trol of any Public Authority, or any Church or place of
public worship, or any hall or building belonging to or
subject to the control of any Public Authority, or any
public Theatre, but shall not include any other pur
pose to which Electricity may be applied;
The expression “ Private Purposes” shall include any
purposes whatever to which Electricity may for the
time being be applicable, not being Public Purposes,
except the transmission of any Telegram ;
The expression “ Local Authority” shall mean the Pa
rochial Board of the Parish within which the License
is sought to be obtained;
The expression “ Electricity” means Electricity, Electric
energy, or any like agency;
The expression “ Electric Line” means a wire or wires,
conductor, or other means used for the purpose of con
veying, transmitting or distributing, Electricity with any
casing, coating, covering, tube, pipe or insulator, en
closing, surrounding or supporting, the same or any
part thereof, or any apparatus connected therewith for
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the purpose, of conveying, transmitting or distributing
Electricity or Electric currents;
The expression “ Works” means and includes Electric
Lines, also any buildings, machinery, engines, works,
matters or things, of whatsoever description required
to supply Electricity and to carry into effect the object
of the Undertakers under this Law ;
The expression “ Company” means any body of persons
corporate or unincorporate ;
The expression “ Street” includes any square, court or
alley, highway, lane, road, thoroughfare or public
passage or place, within the area in which the Under
takers are authorized to supply Electricity by this Law,
or any License, Order or Special Law ;
The expressions “ Undertakers or Undertaking” shall
apply to any Local Authority, Company or person, who
by this L a w may he authorised to supply Electricity
within any area, and to every Undertaking so autho
rised ;
The expression “ Telegraph and Telegraphic” shall have
the same meaning as under The Telegraph Law, 1879;
The expression “ Governor” shall mean the Officer for
- the time being administering the Government of Ja 
maica ;
The expression “ Postmaster for Jamaica” shall mean the
Officer for the time being exercising the functions of
Postmaster for Jamaica.
The expression “ Telegram” shall mean any message or
other communication transmitted or intended to be
transmitted by means of Electric signals.
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PRIVY COUNCIL REGULATIONS.
R u l e s R e g u l a t in g t h e O p e n in g o p
of

T elegeaph

O f f ic e s

out

O f f ic e H o u r s .

Law 1 o f 1879.
1. Telegraph Offices may, in future be open to the Public
out. of office hours, subject to the following conditions :—
I.
—That the application for such opening be made to the
Postmaster for Jamaica before 5 p.m. on any week-day, either
in writing, or by telegram.
II.
—That a “ retaining fee” of Twenty Shillings per hour,
or part of an hour, be paid in advance, for such opening, to the
Telegraph Clerk of the office from which the messages are to
be sent.
III.
—That the Telegraph Offices to be kept open for such
paym ent of Twenty Shillings per hour shall not exceed eight
in number.
IV.
—Por any number of offices in excess of eight, or frac
tional part of eight, a further retaining fee of Twenty Shillings
per hour shall be paid.
V.
—That all messages sent during such period shall be
charge double the ordinary rate.
2. W hilst any Telegraph Office is kept open by any person
under the above stated conditions, any other person shall be
permitted to send a telegram from any such office to any other
office, so kept open, by the payment only of a charge equal to
double the ordinary rate on each such telegram.
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Law 33 o f 1882.
Every person making a deposit must fill up a Eorm as an
nexed, showing the amount to be deposited. I f the Depositor
is unable to write, the Form must be filled up by some person
known to the Depositpr.
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"When a Depositor opens an account, and closes it within
the period of one month from the date on which he opened
it, he will be charged the sum of Is. for the Pass Book issued,
and the ledger space occupied.
Minors of seven years of age and upwards may deposit
money in their own names, and withdraw the same, together
with any interest that may accrue thereon. Deposits may also
he made by parents or guardians for the benefit of children
under the age of seven years, and such deposits with the in
terest that may have accrued thereon shall not be repayable
until the minor reaches the age of seven years; but in the
event of death before the age of seven years, the money shall
he payable on a month’s notice to the person depositing the
same, or to his personal representative, on the production of
evidence as to death, in the same manner as of a deceased
Depositor.
___________________
Kingston,
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Depositor’s Pass Book.
No.

£

8.

d.

Letter
Deposited in the Government Savings Bank the
sum of

pounds

shillings to the

Stamp of Office.

credit of
Name
Address

gig J§ ©
m jth j
v

O

o

£ «

Deposited by

Signature of Receiving Officer.
I Certify that the sum has been duly entered in the Cash Book, also
Depositor’s Pass Book.
Signature of Countersigning Officer.
Voucher should be filled up by the person who deposits
the money, or, if he is unable to write, by some other person known to
the Depositor.
N o te .—This

